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PLACING YOUR OWN RETIREMENT 
INVESTMENT ASSETS?
PLACE YOUR BETS. 

We’ve long been against the ‘member choice’ 
option for retirement savings.

That’s because individuals who choose where 
and how to place their own investments invariably 

make wrong decisions. A recent survey, for 
example, shows that around 65% of people 
checked their returns less than twice a year. 
Seriously, would you hire an asset manager

who did that? 

To find out how FedGroup can help, speak to 
your broker, or visit www.fedgroup.co.za. 
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A win-win beckons
Catalyst for transformation ready to roll, 

so long as financial institutions get it right.

Consumer financial literacy and trustee 
education are old chestnuts. The revised 
scorecard of the Financial Sector Charter 

gives them new life. It’s turned what previously might 
have been nice-to-have promotional addenda, with 
altruistic overtones of social responsibility, into a 
financially-measurable commitment.

Abandon stereotypical responses. Think of the FSC 
scorecard not as an obligation but as an opportunity; 
not as a disguised tax but as a tool for the private-

sector signatories to promote their own interests 
simultaneously with national interests. The more that 
consumers understand how and why to save, the better 
for expansion of the savings pool that is the mainstay of 
financial institutions. They, rather than the state, are in 
pole position to lead.

Similarly on education of pension-fund trustees, 
incorporated under the FSC scorecard with consumer 
financial literacy. Better qualified trustees means, or 
should mean, better governance of pension funds that 

FIRST WORD
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are the bedrock of retirement funding and all manner of 
investment.

As trustees’ duties have become more complex, in 
line with Regulation 28, so too has the need for ‘fit and 
proper’ standards of professionalism now envisaged 
as mandatory. It’s compounded by the emergence of 
megafunds, usually into umbrella arrangements, where 
the agglomerated fortunes of individual savers are 
increasingly in the hands of proportionately fewer and 
hence more influential trustees.

Critically, as TT has often been at pains to argue, this 
is where consumer financial literacy and the governance 
of retirement funds converge. Once consumers 
appreciate the linkage between their savings vehicles 
and their stake in corporate SA, with rights attendant 
upon it, the focus of the national discourse potentially 
shifts from divisive to participatory. 

For the shift to be triggered depends on such a 
realisation, in turn depending on consumer financial 
education. Trustee-governed funds are the nexus to seek 
alignment between policies of government, strategies of 
business and attitudes of labour. 

The one is inextricably tied to the other in their 
impact, for better or worse, on ultimate beneficiaries. 
They include, but aren’t limited to, many millions 
of pension-fund members and their dependents. 
All consumers and potential consumers of financial 
products are affected; in other words, pretty much 
everybody.

The revised scorecard encapsulates financial 
education under Socio-Economic Development (see 
chart) where it has been moved from Access. This is 
to ensure that various role players not subject to the 
access-product provisions still undertake financial-
literacy programmes.

While institutions which spend 0,4% of net after-
tax profit on consumer literacy and trustee education 
continue to score two points, an additional bonus point 
is included for those which spend 0,5%. “The incentive 
has thus been increased from the previous dispensation”, 
notes Trevor Chandler of ASISA in welcoming it.

Money is not the problem in that the financial 
institutions are required to spend prescribed minima, 
amounting to many millions of rand per year. A 
more likely challenge is in an adaptation of mindset. 

Considering that banks and life offices together 
comprise one of the biggest single categories of 
discretionary advertising spend, the deflection of a 
sliver to financial literacy and trustee education should 
help them easily to satisfy these minima whilst serving a 
similar image-building purpose and earning them FSC 
points at the same time.

This is because sponsoring institutions are 
encouraged to brand the educational material they 
supply. Branding is in order, says the code, “to deter 
institutions from using service providers with little or 
no credibility or material of sub-standard level” (TT 
June-Aug).

Obviously, to qualify for scorecard points, the 
material would need to be devoid of marketing spin 
and distinct from conventional advertising. But its 
purpose and payback can be at least equally potent, 
depending on the creativity for drawing audience and 
attention especially through the host of electronic 
media that proliferate.

The code, as the FSC Council points out, is based 
on a harmonisation of the generic codes gazetted by 
the Department of Trade & Industry under the Broad-
Based Black Economic Empowerment Act. Committing 
all participants to provide “accessible financial services 
to black people and by directing investment into 
targeted sectors of the economy”, compliance isn’t a 
matter of choice.

In a presentation to the SA Venture Capital 
Association, Chandler estimated a foreseeable 
commitment of over R120bn by banks and life 
offices alone to low-cost housing, transformational 
infrastructure, smaller enterprise, black agriculture 
and B-B BEE transaction financing. Add short-term 
insurers and others, like asset managers. Add pension 
funds, for instance through their extended scope into 
private equity. The R120bn gets bigger.

The endeavour should be less about slicing the pie 
than about increasing its size. To do this, and in the 
process help transform SA into the “equitable society” 
that the FSC envisions, will be a massive achievement 
eminently achievable. n

Allan Greenblo, 
Editorial Director 
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The recent performance of the equity market may lead 
to both dreamers and market timers making irrational 

decisions which could affect their investments. The 
dreamers may make incorrect assumptions on the future 
growth rate of their assets, and make retirement plans 
based on faulty expectations. The market timers, on the 
other hand, may switch their assets unduly in an attempt 
to “beat the market”.  

 
State of the market

SA assets have provided stellar returns since the global 
financial crisis in 2008. In addition, the economic recovery 
of the developed world has seen the global portion of 
our retirement savings grow exponentially over the past 
two years. One would have to go back many years to 
find a period that all domestic and foreign asset classes 
performed this well at the same time. 

Here is a little dose of context. Real returns (returns 
above inflation) have been in the double-digits on an 
annualised basis for SA equities since the start of the year 
2000. However, the long-term average return on domestic 
equity is closer to 7,5% above inflation. 

To emphasise the point, equity markets frequently 
give returns far below 7,5%, such as 0,7% from 1910 until 
1920 (a full decade) in order to average out at around 
7,5%. The example of 0,7% for the second decade of the 

1900s followed a decade of above-average returns (about 
9,5% from 1900 until 1910). It is therefore possible to get 
very low returns from equity markets for a reasonably 
long time.

In terms of our legislation, the majority of SA’s 
retirement fund assets remains invested in SA. A big 
driver of local returns until now has been the flow of 
assets from foreign investors into our stock markets 
(bonds and equities). However, mounting risks and market 
pressures may bring an end to this ‘party’. 

In the past, when foreign investors have left SA, they 
have done so in droves. This has dealt massive blows to 
both local investment markets and the exchange rate. 
Furthermore, the domestic economy is increasingly 
hamstrung by low growth and increasing unemployment 
rates, resulting in budget and current account deficits.

Local investment professionals concede that most 
SA investments are overpriced and don’t foresee that 
markets will continue to perform as well as they have in 
the recent past. Even though markets corrected at the 
end of September and early in October, they have again 
rallied and remain expensive. 

There is no way to accurately predict market returns, 
but it is fairly clear that there is reasonable likelihood of 
lower (or even negative) returns over the medium term. 
The message to the dreamers is that, although there has 
been great performance over the past decade and more, 
the road ahead may be rocky. 

There is unfortunately no crystal ball that can help 
us make the perfect investment decisions. No-one can 
predict what the market will do. According to some 
professionals, SA markets were already overvalued during 
2013. Yet the markets continued bolting to new record 
highs. 

It is therefore vital that fund members consider the 
impact carefully when attempting to time the market. 
This requires withdrawing assets from risky portfolios 
when markets are high and then reinvesting when 
markets are low. This is tricky as many investment 
professionals get it wrong. Investment markets remain 
unpredictable. 

The best way of making decisions on 

Context for fund members’ market expectations
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Retirement fund members all fit on a continuum 
between two extremes – the ‘dreamer’ and the 

‘market timer’ – suggests Willem le Roux, head of 
consulting at Simeka Consultants & Actuaries.

The dreamers pay little attention to their 
investments and believe that their retirement 

savings will continue to grow as they have done for 
the last number of years. The market timers try to 
adapt their market strategies based on information 
at their disposal. Members in this extreme usually 

read financial journals meticulously, watch news like 
clockwork and monitor the published unit prices of 

their retirement savings. 



investments is to select a good strategy / philosophy and 
stick to it. Younger members, for instance, should have 
a long investment term and not worry about short-term 
market movements. Their biggest risk is losing out on 
exponential market returns as a result of a failed attempt 
at timing the market. Members closer to retirement 
should consider a gradual de-risking strategy, which ends 
up in a solution that protects them against their changing 
risks leading into retirement.

How funds assist members

To help protect both the dreamers and the market timers 
from making investment decisions that could lead to the 
destruction of value, many retirement funds offer a life-
stage model as a default investment strategy. The long-
term asset allocations of these portfolios are designed to 
provide the best possible returns given the volatility and 
risks inherent in investment markets. 

As members approach retirement and become 
more vulnerable to market movements, the life-stage 
model systematically switches members’ fund credits 
from aggressive to cautious portfolios. Some life-stage 
strategies use cash investments only in their cautious 
portfolios whereas others, in various degrees of 
efficiency, address the specific risks faced by members 
aiming to make use of different pension structures 
(annuities) in retirement. 

This is crucial in order to protect the soon-to-be-
pensioner against adverse market movements from 
various sources, such as interest rate risk (which is sorely 
underestimated), the risk of capital loss, inflation risk and 
the risk of volatility.

The life-stage model automatically personalises each 
member’s investment strategy by investing assets in 
appropriate portfolios depending on the member’s term 
to retirement. When the markets go up and down, it is 
comforting to know that the strategy is designed to ride 
the waves in the most efficient way. 

There is no need for either dreamers or market timers 
to do anything.

For retirement funds which do not offer a life-stage 
model and provide individual-member investment 
choice, communication and advice become critical not 
only to help temper investment expectations but also 
to warn against impulse switching or attempts to time 
the market. The safer route is to implement a life-stage 
solution as the default for members that do not want 
to make investment choices and / or do not have the 
requisite skill to do so.

www.simekaconsult.co.za

Le Roux . . . life-stage comfort

Context for fund members’ market expectations
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DIRECTORSHIPS

German model
Labour representation on company boards works for the most stable 
and prosperous economy in Europe. If something similar will work 

in SA’s interests for the ‘national democratic revolution’ 
propounded by the ANC, bring it on.

In all the razzmatazz in provoking the national 
government on e-tolls, the provincial body of 
the ANC in Gauteng has offered another input 

that has so far not received the attention it deserves. 
Potentially, it’s even more momentous.

Almost buried in the sectoral discussion paper, 
tabled at the annual ANC Gauteng conference in 
October, is a policy proposal focused on retirement 
funds; specifically, on overcoming the “inaction” 
of black members to use their rights as ultimate 
shareholders in the election of directors to the boards 
of companies where their funds are invested.

This “inaction”, it says, has contributed to the lack 
of transformation at the top level of corporate SA: 
“Hence, policy interventions should include setting 
up appropriate forums with National Treasury to 
ensure that we leverage on the significant worker 
power to energise our transformation agenda. One of 
the ways of achieving this is to advocate for a 50/50 
workers/other owners representation on the boards 
of JSE-listed companies.”

This is a basis for consensus-building because, 
irrespective of who elects them, directors are 
responsible to their companies and trustees to their 
retirement funds alone. Their interests coalesce in 

that the better that the companies perform, the better 
for the benefits of members whose retirement funds 
are invested in them. What’s needed is not so much 
assistance from National Treasury as application of 
available Companies Act procedures for shareholder 
involvement by the funds themselves.

Properly thought through and refined, 
implementing the ANC Gauteng policy proposal 
can positively change the adversarial discourse 
and promote much needed social cohesion around 
rhetorical questions for fund members: 

Do you prefer to help develop or damage your 
investments? Do you prefer more jobs or more 
strikes? Do you prefer to be heard in boardrooms or 
on the streets? Do you prefer to promote or obstruct 
a more equitable and stable society? At the end of the 
day, do you prefer to have more money or less?

Answers invite the sort of social-market model 
that prevails in Germany. In an address last year, 
Reserve Bank governor Gill Marcus noted that 
the model has mutually-reinforcing aspects from 
which SA could learn. These are in industrial 
relations, training and investment in competitive 
enhancements.

There, both workers and firms take a long-term 
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view of the economy and recognise the importance of 
continuously raising productivity. Both understand 
the need to share productivity gains, and appropriate 
mechanisms are in place to resolve disputes early in 
a win-win spirit. Also, Marcus added, “we need to 
find ways that enable the workforce to have greater 
knowledge of the financial affairs of the company 
and sector, while management needs to better 
appreciate the living and working conditions of their 
employees”.

At first blush, a read of the relevant two pages in 
the ANC Gauteng document can be distracting 

for the inserts of Marxist jargon and party dogma. 
Presumably these are needed to demonstrate 
consistency with convention. But look to the content 
of the package, not the wrapping, for an approach 
four-square within the paradigms that are supposed 
to govern corporate deference to shareholders.

The revolutionary polemic of socialism can be 
modified by the better practice of capitalism. At the 

ANC Gauteng, the trigger is pulled on how.
The persistent challenge, the document argues, 

is that the economic structure of apartheid remains 
“largely untransformed with monopoly capital still 
rampant”. At the same time, inequality is racialised 
mainly because “the means of production are still 
controlled by the white minority largely due to lack 
of transformation at the top level of corporate SA”.

It adds: “The most pronounced and persistent 
economic fault-line since our democratic 
breakthrough is the fact that the economic inequality 
gap is widening...with the commanding heights of 
our economy still held by a minority that is mainly 
white and male.”

Statements like these create atmosphere. 
They serve a purpose in motivating the case for 
shareholders to become active in the nomination 
of directors. Yet they’re kicking at an open door 
because, as the report admits, “directors are voted 
by shareholders but rarely does this group of 
shareholders – retirement-fund contributors who 
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are overwhelmingly black – exercise this right”. That 
they don’t, in their mandates to asset managers, is a 
function of their own neglect.

The report makes another significant admission. 
Noting that retirement funds own “at least 30% of 
the companies listed on the JSE” – this 30% would 
approximate the proportion of SA ownership, 
counter-productively to shoot up were foreign 
shareholders to exit – it wants “this group of 
shareholders to become active and utilise their 
strength to accelerate transformation of the JSE”.

Incidentally, so far as all the atmospheric complaint 
about “monopoly capital” is concerned, the report 

makes an oblique reference to the Freedom Charter. 
Given the context of JSE ownership “and the call 
for radical transformation as envisaged through 
nationalisation from other quarters, it should not be 
far-fetched to state that the people already share in 
the country’s wealth”. 

Once the reality of retirement funds’ capital 
is recognised, “monopoly capital” becomes an 
oxymoron. It’s contradictory to accept the former and 
attack the latter.

As with e-tolls, the ANC Gauteng is onto a good 
thing. Politically, the proposal holds appeal across 
party divides for a black middle class growing apace 
(particularly in Gauteng) at the same time that the 
number of members in factious unions (comprising 
a putative ANC alliance) is shrinking quickly. 
Intriguing possibilities are opened for the 2016 
municipal elections, perhaps facilitating coalitions 
where there are no outright victories, with national 
consequences that can only be speculative.

Economically, the proposal is hard to fault 
provided the end game assists promotion of 

the National Development Plan to which the policy 
document expresses commitment. The purpose 
in getting “workers/other owners” onto company 
boards must be to establish common objectives for 
the common good, along the German lines, where 
enhanced corporate participation and sustainable 
economic growth are complementary.

Having taken the lead, it isn’t too much to expect 
of the ANC Gauteng that the proposals don’t stop 
at talk. Over to provincial chair Paul Mashatile and 
premier David Makhura. n





10 August 2014 will long be remembered for its signifi cance in 
SA’s fi nancial markets. It was the day that the SA Reserve Bank 
(SARB) announced the fi rst ever bailout plan for any SA bank. 
This had become the preferred regulatory intervention in other 
markets. 

The country’s dominant unsecured credit provider, African 
Bank, was placed under curatorship. Far-reaching capital 
structure impairments were announced, impacting its senior and 
sub-ordinated bonds.  

Certain STANLIB unit trust funds had either equity or fi xed-
income exposure to African Bank. A component of this exposure 
has been put into a retention fund, which will be accessible once 
African Bank’s curator resolves its capital structure. 

Our main aim in creating the retention fund is to protect our 
investors, both existing and new. It means that new investors 
will not be exposed to any African Bank assets. It also ensures 
that existing investors will not be prejudiced by other investors 
making withdrawals, and leaving the remaining investors with a 
greater share of the untradeable fi xed-interest instruments.

Current status 

The fate of African Bank now lies with the appointed curator. He 
has applied for the licensing of a new entity which is likely to be 
listed on the JSE during the fi rst half of 2015. Announcements 
of further details and progress in this regard are to follow over 
the next few months. 

Early indications are encouraging and the outlook for the 
African Bank is improving. It remains an operating entity with a 
book of customers who continue to pay back their loans. Should 
this trend persist in the medium term, the senior debt in the 
retention funds may be recovered.

Why did asset managers invest in African Bank?

Firstly, at the sector level, the unsecured-lending market 
is a growth industry not just in SA but in many emerging 
economies. Indeed, over the years a number of the larger SA 
banks recognised the opportunities in unsecured credit and also 
entered this market.

Secondly, the African Bank team had through a period of 
time demonstrated an ability to assess the inherent credit risk 
better than its peers. It had a competitive advantage in knowing 
how to price appropriately for this risk and to generate attractive 
returns on capital for shareholders.

Lastly, rating agencies consistently maintained an investment-
grade rating on the bonds issued. The company also had capital 
in excess of regulatory requirements.

Learnings

Investment success is often about being willing to be different 
from the crowd. Many great investments begin in discomfort. 
Some examples from our fi nancial sector include Investec (whose 
share price dropped below R30 in 2009 before recovering to 

its current levels over R100) and Old 
Mutual (which had touched lows 
below R5 in 2009, recovering to 
current levels above R30). The point is 
that, as investors, we have to accept 
that in trying to be right, there is the 
inescapable risk of sometimes being 
wrong. 

Unforeseen circumstances, and 
the resultant unexpected losses at 
African Bank, have been upsetting for 
investors and fund managers alike. As 
an industry, events such as these truly 
reaffi rm the need to remain committed 
always to doing what is best for our 
investors – constantly re-evaluating and interrogating investment 
processes to ensure they are as robust as possible.

At STANLIB, any losses our customers feel are directly felt 
by our fund managers. The remuneration scheme for all our 
senior staff is aligned to the outcomes for our investors, which 
ultimately leads to the fi nancial performance of STANLIB. In 
addition, senior staff are required to invest in the same client 
portfolios that they manage.

While the losses that have resulted from African Bank’s 
demise have been deeply regretted by the investment industry as 
a whole, there are investment learnings that we as a fraternity 
can take to help ensure we move forward better equipped to 
prevent such an occurrence from recurring in the future. Some 
key learnings include:

• The quality of corporate governance of any business one 
invests in is not a “nice to have” but is key to an investment 
case. The oversight role of the Board and the strength 
and independence of the Chairman are paramount to 
governance. 

• Lending practices need to be more closely scrutinised, 
together with credit-risk processes. There is a general need 
for better governance practices across the industry. 

• Going forward, we must be more circumspect when a 
business changes its core focus, as was the case with 
African Bank when it purchased furniture retailer Ellerines. 
A prominent international example is Enron which, having 
changed its business model and core focus, moved 
away from its strengths. This proved a distraction for its 
management, taking focus away from what it did well, with 
dire consequences.

www.stanlib.com

A signifi cant event in corporate SA
STANLIB head of investments Herman van Velze discusses the 
African Bank debacle and lessons from it.

Van Velze . . . on 
the line
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JOBS FUND

Partnership at work

By government and private sector respectively doing what they’re good at 
doing, a new opportunity for retirement funds is presented.

Now that National Treasury has transferred 
management responsibility for the R9bn 
Jobs Fund from the Development Bank 

(DBSA) to a newly-established Government Technical 
Advisory Centre (GTAC) under the respected Andrew 
Donaldson, accelerated progress is in the offing. So too 
is the potential for a model partnership between the 
public and private sectors, significantly for retirement 
funds.

The invigorating prospect arises from acceptance 
by the GTAC of the Atlantic Asset Management 
(AAM) proposal to launch a fund whose investments 
will be backed by a government guarantee. This will 
protect retirement funds from downside risk. It will 
necessarily encourage them to broaden their dyed-in-
the-wool investment paradigm from listed equities to 
the unlisted sector, spurred by revisions to Regulation 
28, and fulfil essential social objectives into the 
bargain.

By investing in well-established intermediaries, 
Atlantic is able to channel support for smaller to 
medium-sized enterprises. Generally, they’re more 
prolific job creators than retrenchment-prone 
corporates. 

Add the backing of government guarantees to 
the sifting of investable projects by a skilled operator 
and the package must be worth at least the serious 
consideration of trustees. This addendum to private-

equity and private-debt attractions begs comparison 
with the relative volatility of the listed environment, 
and stimulates portfolio diversification too. 

GTAC has been established as an advisory and 
project-management agency of National Treasury. It 
incorporates the Public Private Partnership (PPP) Unit 
and the Technical Assistance Unit. 

The first phases of the Jobs Fund, created three 
years ago, approved 91 projects for R4,96bn in grant 
funding for some 160 000 new jobs (approx R30 000 
per job). This came at a cost to the taxpayer through 
the DBSA disbursement of grants.

The third phase, now launched, is different. It 
sees, as National Treasury puts it, “a shift towards 
partnerships with larger intermediaries to enable 
the Jobs Fund to scale up its activities”. Importantly, 
it embraces not only the disbursement of grants on 
a 1:1 matching ratio with the private sector but also 
government using the strength of its balance sheet to 
leverage a multiplier considerably higher.

Total size of the national savings pool – inclusive of 
retirement funds, unit trusts and life funds – is around 
R6 trillion. Having created a vehicle to marshal and 
manage the prospective private-sector involvement, 
Heather Jackson of Atlantic points out: “Even a small 
allocation to high-impact investments, which do 
not compromise these funds’ financial performance, 
would make a big difference. Our network and sizeable 
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pipeline suggest that there are commercially-driven, 
innovative entrepreneurial solutions to many of our 
social challenges in housing, transport, education, 
health, renewable resources and the like.”

Jackson refers to a “huge” universe for funding 
investments, pointing to a 60/40 split between the 
listed and unlisted space. The AAM fund, which will 
be closed, is looking initially to raise R680m from 
institutional investors. The amount has to be limited 
by the extension of government guarantees.

If the exercise is a success, it could be expanded 
hopefully with the finite government guarantees being 
topped up. Present target is for more than 9 000 new 
jobs over the next four years. Should it be achieved, it 
will be more cost-effective than past efforts through 
other government agencies.

In essence, the AAM fund will provide expansion 
capital to existing businesses that are entrepreneurial, 
innovative and have capacity to create jobs. Many 
such businesses have struggled to raise bank finance, 
especially with banks’ restrictive capital requirements 
looming under Basel III.

The fund will confine itself to investment-grade 
companies rigorously checked for their corporate 
governance. This is intended to ensure that the 
probability of default is extremely low. But in the event 
of default, the government guarantee will kick in. The 
term of the guarantee is seven years. However, the 
facility exists in perpetuity so could be rolled.

For investors, AAM as fund manager will decide 
where the money goes. It will make loans on behalf 
of clients to the applicant companies selected. Impact 
measurements will be submitted to National Treasury.

Atlantic will originate the respective debts, 
conduct the due diligences and monitor the debtors’ 
performance on explicit indicators. Loan agreements 
set out strict terms and covenants, including interest-
coverage ratios. Debtor companies are required to 
provide their management accounts monthly. Where 
there’s a need for corrective action, it can be identified 
and taken quickly. Further to reduce risk, capital 
repayments are made during the course of the loan.

“We’ve invested heavily to build systems for 
continuous monitoring,” says Jackson. “By using our 
credit expertise to identify good investments – and 
we have our fingers on the pulse of many unlisted 
companies – we foresee a genuine opportunity for 
investors to generate alpha.”

The Jobs Fund guarantee will cover 50% of 
any portfolio losses on a first-loss basis whilst not 
compromising on investment merits. In prospect 
is a predictable yield of inflation plus 4% after fees. 
Returns are linked to prime, in a modestly-rising 
interest-rate cycle, targeting a fixed spread of prime 
plus 1%.

“Our intention is to get to the end of the seven 
years without having touched the guarantees,” says 
Jackson. “The challenge is not in finding the pipeline, 
for it’s worth billions, but in convincing those with 
conventional investment mindsets that they should 
access it.” n
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Jackson . . . social worker’s heart, banker’s 
mind
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RETIREMENT REFORM

When the tail wags the dog

Clearly evident is Cosatu’s influence over government. 
It’s the more disconcerting for apparent contradictions between 

leaders’ views and members’ behaviour on nationalisation of savings. 
Left begging is who’ll pay for retirement and social security.

Strange that history repeats itself. Stranger that 
little is learned from it.

In the 1980s, mandatory pensions 
preservation was called off in the face of mass protests 
and job resignations. Led by the then-fledgling 
black trade unions, their resistance was ostensibly 
occasioned by mistrust of the National Party 
government gaining access to workers’ savings.

In October, at the behest of a factious Cosatu, 
T-Day was postponed from March 1 2015 when 
there was supposed to have been tax harmonisation 
and savings incentives in the next step towards 
preservation in the retirement-reform process. The 
postponement was preceded by mass protests and job 
resignations, ostensibly occasioned by mistrust of the 
ANC government gaining access to workers’ savings. 

Unfortunately, it was foreseeable (TT Sept-Nov). A 
consequence in the 1980s was wholesale conversion 
of retirement funds from defined-benefit to defined 
contribution, much to the unions’ later chagrin. 
A consequence this time is the halt to essential 
reforms, much to regrets that will later be inevitable.

When will T-Day kick in? “For now,” said 
National Treasury, “the delay will be for a year 
to allow for further consultations at Nedlac”. But 

should there be no agreement at Nedlac by end-June 
2015, it added, the implementation date “may” be 
moved to March 1 2017.

So it’s impossible to say what will ultimately 
kick in, or when. It depends, as Treasury put it, 
on the outcome of “further consultations between 
government and Nedlac (where government, 
organised labour and business are represented) on 
social security reform”. P-Day, for preservation, would 
need to be at a point after T-Day.

Cosatu, a shadow of its former self, has been 
allowed by government to punch above its 

weight. First, had government proceeded with T-Day 
on schedule, Cosatu might have done its worst. Like 
what? More strikes and more hardship? Anything 
worse than its failure, through intent or inability, to 
communicate with the grassroots on what preservation 
actually means; why it is a national imperative, whom 
it will affect and how it will impact? Too late. The 
surge of workers handing in their notice, for fear of 
preservation, has happened.

Second, Cosatu’s victory is pyrrhic. Nobody 
benefits from government’s surrender. Tax certainty 
and savings stimulation have fallen victim to a political 
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power play. Service providers and employers, having 
prepared T-Day implementation for ages, take a hike. 
Investors, domestic and foreign, will note who called 
the shots.

Third, the war cry of Cosatu has been no pensions 
preservation without a comprehensive social security 
system, no matter that they are different exercises with 
different timescales. Preservation requires no new 
funding vehicles; social security does. Preservation can 
help to support social security, through an increase 
in the savings pool; postponement undermines it. By 
twinning them, Cosatu has successfully held a gun to 
government’s head as though stymying preservation 
can accelerate social security.

Cosatu’s stance has been known at least since 2012 
when general secretary Zwelinzima Vavi spelled it 
out at a conference of the Nedlac labour constituency. 
Intensive discussions between National Treasury and 
the labour unions, not only Cosatu, were followed 
by passage of the 2013 Taxation Laws Amendment 
Act and a firm Treasury commitment after the 2014 
Budget to proceed with the reforms. To suggest at this 
late stage that there has been inadequate consultation 
is spurious.

Nevertheless, Cosatu has exposed a seminal 
lesson on nationalisation. What the leadership 

favours ideologically flies in the face of rank-and-
file behaviour. Hardly can the paradox be more 
clearly evidenced than in the heated imbroglio that 
has seen workers in turmoil despite preservation – 
which protects vested rights and accords withdrawal 
allowances – having minimal affect on lower-paid 
wage earners; except that in March they won’t get 
the increased tax-free lump sum from their funds on 
retirement.

When the chips were down, and fund members’ 
money was at stake, political theory fell flat. Workers 
voted with their feet, rushing en masse to resign 
their jobs so as cash in their pensions to avoid 
them being “nationalised.” For these thousands, the 
consequences are tragic. For those fortunate to be 
reemployed, the terms are often less generous. And 
all this on a rumour, totally wild and unfounded, that 

any such nationalisation intent was ever remotely on 
government’s radar. 

The contradiction doesn’t end there. In an 
emotive statement on September 18, Cosatu 
offered the assurance that “there is not and never 
will be nationalisation of workers’ pension funds 
in South Africa”. Yet the same statement called 
for a “comprehensive social security system” that 
must imply an element of nationalisation; not for 
government to take a part of existing pensions now 
but to make at least part of future pensions become 
the “first pillar” of a National Savings & Social Security 
Fund, assuming that plans for it are revived.

In fact, proposals for the NSSSF dominated the 
post-2004 years of discussion on retirement reform. 

When this “comprehensive social security system” was 
being scrutinised for every nut and bolt, it’s hard to 
recall the unions being particularly vociferous against 
the nationalisation elements of it. At the same time, 
financial institutions and other service providers 
prepared to make the best of it.

What then is the current problem? Is 
nationalisation okay for other people’s money but not 
one’s own? Or is there a way to have one’s cake and 
eat it? Somebody, somewhere, has to pay for old-age 
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provision and unemployment sustenance. To delay 
on pensions preservation is to increase the burden 
on social security; the more people who can’t support 
themselves when they don’t work, the greater their 
reliance on the state.

Already the fiscus is close to hitting a wall. If 
it’s reaching the limit of its capacity to help fund 
state-owned enterprises, it cannot indefinitely fund 
ever-burgeoning social grants. In theory, it could sell 
off a few enterprises (and raise the ire of the anti-
privatisation lobby) or restrict the social grants (and 
risk the political unpopularity). In practice, neither is 
likely.

Which introduces the possibility of another 
alternative. It’s for the relaunch, heaven help us, of 
prescribed assets. Such government intervention on 
investments of pension funds, temptingly easy to raid 
by regulation, will make them less attractive as savings 

All too predictable, unfortunately

n	



vehicles by diminishing the returns and hence the 
benefits to members. 

It also runs directly against government attempts 
for improvement of the “savings culture” because 
prescribeds are simply a tax by another name. 
“Government has no access to your retirement 
funds,” Cosatu has hastened to point out. Prescribeds, 
however, are access. Should the matter again raise its 
head, let the Cosatu view be heard be consistency.

Look at the social security system as it stands. 
According to the 2014 Budget Review, there are 15,8m 
people on social grants (including 11,1m on child 
support and 2,9m on old-age pensions). Total cost was 
R118bn, amounting to 3,4% of gdp. To continue at 
this sort of rate requires a tax base rising in tandem. 
To add social grants for the unemployed will require 
much faster growth in the tax base; in other words, a 
high-growth economy.

This is hardly a sanguine prospect, given shrinking 
private-sector employment and country-specific 
constraints on generation of profits (electricity, strikes 
and all else in the litany). More than this, with world 
economies wobbly, the odds are more for contraction 
than expansion. 

And with a protracted period of lacklustre equity 
prices not be ruled out tax incentives to improve SA’s  
“savings culture” – the tax-free R30 000 per year to a 
maximum R500 000 investment remains in place – 
could be offset by deteriorating returns.

Whether of its own or others’ making, government 
is not spoiled for choice. With preservation relegated 
to the back burner, social security rises to the fore. If 
only wastful expenditure in the public sector could be 
reasonably curtailed, preservation would attract less 
suspicion and there’d be little need to contemplate a 
new tax layer for social security. If only. n
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CURRENTS

Long haul gets 
under way

Now begins the intricate process, 
euphemistically described as consultation, 
for getting the Retail Distribution Review 

into workable form. Its blunt instrument is to ban 
the payment of commissions by product providers 
to intermediaries in the sale of investment products, 
and to replace commissions with an advice fee 
explicitly agreed upfront with the customer.

Because the RDR can disrupt the guts of the 
investment industry, and particularly afflict financial 
advisors, the ultimate shape had better serve its noble 
objectives than allow unintended consequences. The 
former includes fairer treatment of customers. The 
latter might include higher compliance costs and 
shrinkage in the purchase of savings products.

The long-anticipated RDR draft, published as 
a discussion document by the Financial Services 
Board, contains 55 specific proposals. The paper is 
open for comment until March 2. Key stakeholders, 
says the FSB, will then be invited to “participate 
in specific consultation structures that will be put 
in place to develop final legislative and regulatory 
changes”.

That’s all well and good, provided the consultation 
participants put customers’ interests above their own. 
Otherwise the process can become bogged in an 
argy-bargy of trade-offs for FSB determination. Key 
principles, like the avoidance of interest conflicts and 
customers not paying for services they don’t get, are 
all sweetness and light. But the devils will be in how 
they’re framed and implemented by regulation.

The RDR envisages a more proactive and 
interventionist regulatory approach to addressing 
such risks as mis-selling, the FSB explains, by 
“changing incentives, relationships and business 
models in a way that supports the consistent delivery 
of fair outcomes to customers”. Amongst other 
things, the RDR is looking for:

u Delivery of suitable products and fair access to 
 suitable advice;

u Customers being able to understand and compare 
 the nature, value and cost of advice;

u Standards of professionalism in financial advice 

A shake-up on fees and commissions is inevitable. 
How it will be done, and who will be affected, 

will take a while to resolve.
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 and intermediary services to build consumer 
 confidence and trust;

u	Customers and distributors benefiting from fair 
competition, for quality advice and intermediary 
services, at a price more closely aligned with the 
nature and quality of the service.

A number of countries have had an RDR in place 
for several years, so there is experience for SA’s 
guidance. Not all of it is good.

In the UK, it’s been on the go since 2006 when 
it was first suggested that advisers charge fees to 
clients rather than paid commissions by providers. 
This was met with incredulity, advisers arguing that 
most clients preferred the commission method. 
Three years later, wanting to prevent advice from 
being presented as impartial when it wasn’t, a blanket 
ban was placed on commissions. This was met with 
anger from advisers who complained that their main 
revenue source was being wiped out.

More recently attention has turned to other 
benefits, like hospitality, that might influence 
advisers’ choices. A leading advice network was 
fined £1,6m for soliciting payments in exchange 
for appearing on a product panel. Also opened up 

is objections from fund managers that investment 
consultants, accused of rampant interest conflicts, 
have become too powerful in determining how 
pension funds invest.

In SA, with all the transparency and comparability 
of charges that the RDR proposes, the need for 
improved financial literacy is accentuated if 
consumers are to understand what advisers tell 
them. Success will also rely on the extent to which 
consumers prefer fees, seen as payments from their 
pockets, to commissions seen as payments by product 
providers.

Good progress at OPFA

Hand it to Muvhango Lukhaimane, the Pension 
Funds Adjudicator, that the 2013-14 annual 

report for her Office shows the historical backlog to 
have been cleared. More than this, she notes, new 
matters were handled within a time period more in 
line with what its mandate requires when referring to 
“expeditious”.

The bare statistics show that slightly over 5 400 
new complaints were received (a 4,7% increase on 
the previous year), and 6 643 (a 22,3% decrease) 
were finalised. The decrease is due to the number 
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In an article headed ‘Dark places’ (TT Sept-Nov), 
certain comments were made about Dawood Seedat 
following his resignation as chief financial officer 
of the Financial Services Board. Subsequent to 
publication of this article:
u The FSB conducted two extensive reviews 

following corruption allegations against Seedat 
in his personal capacity. No irregularities were 
uncovered and the FSB has placed on record that 
“the management of the FSB is confident that 
neither it, nor any of the entities it regulates, has 
suffered as a result of any actions of Mr Seedat”;

u Darryl Ackerman, the attorney representing 
Seedat, has pointed out: “Our client to this 

day has not been charged with corruption and 
has never been arrested for anything”. He also 
stated “without equivocation that there are no 
pending investigations against our client (by 
the National Prosecuting Authority or the SA 
Revenue Service) and to our knowledge any 
investigations that may have been undertaken, 
have been finalised and our client exculpated of 
any wrongdoing for which he was or may be held 
criminally accountable”.

TT therefore accepts that the comments about Seedat 
in the article were without foundation. Accordingly, 
they are retracted and we apologise to him for them.

DAWOOD SEEDAT:  AN APOLOGY



of outstanding complaints finalised in the previous 
period.

While the Pension Funds Act prefers that 
complainants approach their funds before 
approaching the OPFA, Lukhaimane considered 
this to be undesirable as it would have resulted 
in unnecessary delays and hence in prejudice to 
complainants: “This conclusion is based on the 
evidence of the often fractious relationships between 
employers and members of pension funds upon 
termination of service, complainants often citing 
verbal responses received from uncooperative 
funds and administrators, and consideration for the 
financial circumstances of most complainants (who 
are) often unemployed and indigent”.

During the reporting period, 3 651 determinations 
were issued and 115 settled through conciliation. 
There were 14 appeals lodged against determinations, 
one being the appeal to the High Court of Gail le 
Grellier and three other trustees of the IF umbrella 
funds over a R20m liability for payment to rebuild 
the funds’ databases (TT March-May). Unlikely to be 
heard before March, the outcome could have major 
impacts on trustees’ duties and pockets (TT Dec ’13-
Feb ’14).

Usefully provided in the report is a summary of 
important determinations. They range of allocation if 
death benefits to supremacy of fund rules, and should 
be essential reading for all trustees and principal 
officers; better still if they’re also included as case 
studies in the proposed training courses to enhance 
professionalisation.

Latest on PF130

Coincidentally or intentionally, published at 
virtually the same time as the OPFA annual 

report, is a Financial Services Board discussion 
document on proposed requirements for customer-
complaints management aligned to the ‘Treating 
Customers Fairly’ (TCF) framework.

A lengthy and technical paper, it’s concerned 
mainly with insurers. They’re encouraged to consider 
the review’s findings and to assess the effectiveness 
of their complaints management in line with TCF. 

Where assessments recognise weaknesses, it says, the 
insurer should proactively consider improvements 
“in anticipation of stronger regulatory requirements”.

There’s also special attention to retirement funds 
and their administrators. This section points out 
that there are already requirements for funds’ rules 
to provide for the settlement of disputes between 
funds and members. Further detail can be introduced 
through “regulatory enhancements” that the Registrar 
is to effect.

In addition, it says, these enhancements include 
the development of a good-governance directive (to 
replace the current PF130 guidance) and the revision 
of existing disclosure requirements. Also, for benefit 
administrators, there’s a revision of registration 
requirements that “can impose explicit obligations in 
their management of complaints.

The discussion document focuses on TCF 
Outcome 6 that “customers do not face unreasonable 
post-sale barriers imposed by firms to change 
product, switch providers, submit a claim or make 
a complaint”. It found that the current financial-
services regulatory framework on complaints 
management is inconsistent and proposes more 
comprehensive regulation across different types of 
financial institutions.

The flip side is that more regulation inevitably 
comes at more cost but not necessarily with 
commensurate benefit.

Mammoth task

Tucked into the OPFA report is the revelation 
that more than 50% of the 1 719 complaints, 

closed as “out of jurisdiction”, relate to complaints 
for withdrawal or to death benefits where the matter 
had prescribed due to late filing. This, said the 
Adjudicator, “should serve as an indicator of the 
likelihood of unclaimed benefits that remain within 
funds”.

Indeed it should, for it’s the tip of an iceberg. 
While the OPFA cannot investigate matters that 
have prescribed, they’re referred to the FSB for 
further intervention. Rosemary Hunter, deputy 
registrar for pensions at the FSB is onto it. Or trying 
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TOTAL STANDALONE FUNDS AS AT MARCH 2014 
according to the FSB website of standalone 
registered funds

1. Service provider-sponsored funds
Beneficiary funds
Preservation funds
Retirement annuity funds
Umbrellas A

Total of Group 1
2. Private company-sponsored funds
Umbrellas B
Normal active standalone private 
defined-contribution funds

Total of Group 2
3. Funds that require finalisation 
before deregistering
Orphaned query

Process of liquidation

Process of transfer

Query

Funds with zero members

Total of Group 3
4. Defined benefit funds
5. Registered friendly societies

Worth noting:
• There are slightly over 1 400 standalone funds. Many are in the process of moving to umbrella arrangements. 
 Thus the number of standalones will drop further;
• The Group 3 total indicates that the FSB still has a huge amount of work to clean up the list of standalones;
• Over time there will be further consolidation of umbrella and preservation funds.
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4,6%
21,7%

26,51%
 

20,9%

7,1%

7,8%

16,2%

1,1%

53,21%
4,22%
3,77%

Commercial umbrella funds open for any 
company to participate.

Restricted to a specific group of companies.
Range in size from one member to over 
100 000 members. Many smaller funds are
in process of moving to an umbrella fund.

These are funds with which the FSB has lost 
contact. They’re probably where the 
administrators/trustees have not updated the 
FSB e.g. the funds have been closed or the 
company has disappeared. Could also be 
where funds no longer have a board of 
trustees and have not submitted documents 
to the FSB.
Liquidations take such a long time. There are 
funds where the liquidation is in its 12th year. 
Why does it take so long? The money is sitting 
in a cash or near-cash investment?
The fund is being transferred either to an 
umbrella fund or to another fund.
Where the FSB has to obtain information 
from the fund on its status. 
These are funds that have zero members but 
may still have assets, or the administrator 
has not deregistered the fund.
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to get onto it.
For the scale is massive, and the people most 

affected are those who can least afford it. Hunter 
told a recent seminar that about R15bn is lying 
in unclaimed benefit funds overseen by the FSB, 
and at least a third of it may belong to former 
mineworkers. 

She’s looking for “more intrusive ways” to put 
pressure on funds, presumably to ensure that they 
(with their administrators, no doubt) exhibit greater 
enthusiasm and effectiveness in tracing beneficiaries 
rather than sitting on their hands – and on monies 
that incur administration fees.

The problem is exacerbated where funds are 
dormant, perhaps having assets and liabilities 
but no trustees, or where funds have been moved 
into umbrellas without up-to-date records and 
nobody to take responsibility for distributions to 

former members (let alone bother to trace them). 
The extent is illustrated by the breakdown, kindly 
provided by industry veteran Ian Haigh, shown on 
the previous page (page 23).

Actuarial transformation

For the first time this year in the Actuarial 
Society of SA, the number of white student 

members was in a minority. This points to 
significant change in the profession’s demographic 
face over the next few years, says ASSA president 
Peter Temple.

At present the society has 950 white student 
members. There are 959 who’re African, Indian or 
Coloured. These student members have already 
achieved an undergraduate degree, possibly also an 
honours degree, and are employed while studying 
part-time for an actuarial qualification. In addition, 
universities report that the majority of students in most 
undergraduate actuarial programmes are now black.

At face value, transformation of the profession can 
appear frustratingly slow. This is because it can take 
10 or more years fully to qualify as an actuary, Temple 
explains: For this reason it is important to focus on 
what has already been achieved, the initiatives that 
have been put in place and what is in the pipeline.”

In confidence

Widespread anger has erupted in the UK 
over the practice of asset managers allegedly 

“coercing” pension funds into signing agreements 
that prevent them from disclosing the fees being 
charged. Pension schemes argue that the practice is 
uncompetitive, prevents them from securing the best 
deals by not allowing them to compare charges, and 
potentially exposes them to unnecessarily high fees.

One side argues that it should be illegal for fund 
managers to demand that an investment mandate be 
kept confidential. Another side is that any company 
has a commercial right for its commercial contracts 
to be secret. 

To SA ears, it sounds outrageous that such 
practice is even open for debate. n

Hunter . . . missing beneficiaries
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COVER STORY

Tricky posers for 
National Treasury

When it sits down to negotiate yet again with labour on retirement 
reforms, the question of management committees in umbrella 

funds’ governance structures will need to be addressed. 
Even amongst service providers, unanimity is elusive.

In the gradual evolution of umbrella funds, 
there’s no shortage of controversy. It’s time to 
ignite another.

Buried in the National Treasury paper ‘Charges 
in SA retirement funds’, released last July, the option 
is mooted “. . . to formalise the role, rights and 
obligations of employer-level committees in (multi-
employer) funds”. In plain speak, these committees are 
variously known by such appellations as management 
committees (mancos) and joint forums.

Call them whatever. Broadly envisaged are 
committees, beneath the upper level of umbrella funds’ 
trustee boards, on which representatives are drawn 
from the ranks of participating employers and their 
employees.

As a general principle, they sound a good idea. 
What they’re actually supposed to do and what 
regulation might require them to do, however, 
are much more vexed. Let another great debate 
commence.

For starters, is can be argued that the committees 
are needed to bridge the structural remoteness of 

trustees on the boards of institutionally-sponsored 
umbrellas from the fund’s ultimate beneficiaries; 
between the trustees of these megafunds, the 
participating employers and the employee members. 
It has to do with communication and accountability, 
essentially in the workplace where employers and 
employees constantly interact. Circulars from on high 
are insufficient.

There are supplementary arguments. One is that 
these mancos act as guards over the guardians, to 
keep watch that the funds are acting in members’ 
best interests and not overreaching themselves in 
promoting the interests of profit-driven sponsors.

Another relates to the empowerment of 
members, for instance not to be excluded from 
investment policies which relate to proxy voting in 
investee companies. Whilst in practice this is more 
fanciful than real, evidenced by disinterest or lack 
of awareness, provision is made for it in law and 
regulation nonetheless. It is not ideal for institutions, 
sometimes conflicted by other in-house services and 
responsibility to their own shareholders, systemically 
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to have an exclusive say-so without a platform for 
bottom-up inputs.

Against these arguments is the practicality of costs; 
the lower they are, other things being equal, the better 
for members’ benefits. Then there’s also the little 
matter of sponsors making their profits; drive costs 
down to the extent that profit potential is unattractive, 
even taking rebates from designated service providers 
into the mix, and next there’ll be worries over the 
paucity of sponsors willing to compete.

The central questions remain. First is whether 
there should be mancos at all. Second is whether, if 
they are to exist, they’re to be regulatory or voluntary. 
Either way:

u	What should be their role, rights and obligations?
u	Who should sit on them, and how should these 
 people be elected or appointed?
u	Should all participating employers be obliged 

to have mancos and, if so, in terms of what sort of 
structure e.g. at the level of individual employer, on 
an industry basis or on a regional basis?

u	Should there be any minimum educational/
professional/competence qualification for manco 
members, or simply an open season for election/
selection?

The debate is spiced by a s7B amendment to the 
Pension Funds Act that exempts umbrellas from the 
requirement – for which Coastu had pushed in the 
1990s – that fund members have the right to elect 50% 
of trustees. Up for discussion, and probable dissent, is 
whether the exemption has created a gap that mancos 
can usefully fill. 

To get the debate going, hopefully in a manner to 
assist National Treasury, TT solicited views from a 
straw poll of industry players. Their views are below, 
necessarily summarised.

Rowan Burger of Momentum:
Above all else, National Treasury wants to cut costs. 
This must imply lower standards of governance, 
probably excluding employer-level oversight and 
vesting all responsibility in a few professional trustees. 
Where funds are simple and efficient, with little 

differentiation or complexity, this model would work.
But the reality is that employers play a critical role 

in a retirement-funding programme, together with the 
insurance and medical programmes alongside it. The 
ability to structure the appropriate suite of benefits, 
attractive to that group of individuals, must surely 
improve coverage across the industry.

This does require employer-level input. Having 
a manco responsible for this structure, and holding 
service providers to account, would then be 
necessary. This obviously creates an additional level 
of governance that must come at a cost. It would be 
offset by employers’ involvement in the programme, 
meaning that much of the administration be 
performed by their payroll.

The key is to understand the membership and 
its needs, and to have people close to the employer 
for communication on programme benefits. We 
really can’t have umbrellas within umbrellas, where 
the fund of an individual participating employer is 
a sub fund of a big umbrella. One can run mancos 
operationally, but there’d be problems if they were to 
be formalised. 

We’re trying to make the system cheaper, 
allowing clusters of employers to negotiate better 
terms with service providers and to streamline the 
administration process. I’d hope that access and 
efficiency trump governance in the list of regulatory 
priorities.
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Craig Aitchison of Old Mutual:
We support the need for mancos. They should 
represent the interests of employers and employees. At 
the same time, they should be efficient and fairly small 
so that costs in terms of time and money can be well 
managed. A key reason that employers join umbrellas 
is that they don’t have the time resource to run 
standalones. We’d also have to avoid making mancos’ 
responsibilities too onerous.

In principle, elections for mancos are appealing 
because they give everyone a chance to become a 
representative and can help ensure that different 
parties have a voice in the running of the fund. In 
reality, even well-run elections tend to have low 
participation rates and smaller funds struggle to find 
representatives.

Another issue in elected versus appointed 
representatives is that you tend to see some turnover 
of the elected and more stability of the appointed. 
Over time, this leads to the appointed having a better 
understanding of the fund and potentially greater 
influence.

I also worry about making employee or member 
elections compulsory. Where you have many 
employers in umbrellas, these exercises are quite costly 
to do properly. With low response rates, one has to 
ask whether the exercises add value. I’m not sure of 
the best solution. We must find ways to ensure that 
members are properly represented, that they have a 
voice and are heard.

Further, there could be problems in making 
mancos compulsory. They’d work for reasonable-sized 
employers, but what about micro employers? I don’t 
see how an employer of five people will benefit from 
umbrellas’ scale when suddenly 80% of them must 
serve on a manco. Smaller companies want to focus on 
running their businesses, not on running umbrellas. 
Forcing them to have a manco can undo much benefit 
of being in an umbrella.

We do need guidelines on the responsibilities of 
mancos. It probably would be good to have some 
minimum responsibilities, and then to require that 
umbrella-fund trustees write them out for application 
by all mancos. Employers should be allowed to put 
onto mancos whomever they think are appropriate, 

regardless of qualifications. Perhaps there should be 
minimum training requirements for mancos, with 
trustees ensuring that there are training programmes 
and monitoring compliance.

David Gluckman of Sanlam:
Rather than “management committees”, we use 
the term “joint forums”. We strongly encourage 
participating employers to hold joint forums and 
we contract with their appointed consultants to help 
run these meetings. This is better than introducing a 
legislative requirement.

Under our methodology, we know that many 
employers don’t hold these forums. But we work 
continually to improve the situation, and are making 
progress. We also have a final lever that we can pull. 
It’s to suspend fees to the consultant for breach of 
contract.

Were there to be a legislative requirement, I fear 
we’d have teams of compliance people trying to enforce 
something that isn’t enforceable. We’d have much less 
time for working towards improvement in the lot of 
members. They’d be worse off, although those that like 
tick-box compliance will be smiling.

As we state in our product material: “All 
participating employers must establish a joint forum 
comprising employer and member representatives for 
each sub-fund. Members’ representatives of every joint 
forum are invited to attend the annual general meeting 
where they will be given the opportunity to elect the 
independent trustees of the Sanlam Umbrella Fund.

“Joint forums are designed to facilitate the process 
of consultation and decision-making between the 
participating employer and its employees in respect 

Aitchison . . . poor elections turnouts
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of their group retirement benefits within the spirit of 
the Labour Relations Act. The joint forum is convened 
and chaired by the contracted benefit consultant who 
guides the forum to ensure that the sub-fund’s benefit 
structure remains relevant.” 

The joint forum is the main consultation and 
communication channel between the umbrella fund, 
the employer and its employees supported by their 
appointed consultant. Ideally, it would comprise equal 
representation of employers and employees (2+2 
usually being sufficient), and all members should elect 
their representatives as they wish. We aren’t seeking 
skilled retirement professionals – they exist elsewhere 
in the structures – but we’d like to see elected 
representatives who are trusted by members and who 
can usefully aid the consultation and communication 
elements.

But this is subject to the caveat that the 
consultation/communication infrastructure is perhaps 
not cost-viable for smaller employers. Possibly to be 
considered is a two-tier structure within the same 
legal entity e.g. a mini-fund definition for to-be-
defined smaller employers with more streamlined 
requirements for administration, consulting, 
intermediary servicing and governance.

Eric Visser of Sentinel:
I’m neither for nor against mancos, but from our 
perspective as a service provider I don’t think they’re 
necessary.

We deal directly with the individual member. 
They’re able to receive all the information they 

want through our website, where their specifics are 
updated daily, and through email communications. 
Once registered on the website, they’re in control of 
their own affairs. They don’t have to work through 
employers. All we expect of employers is payment of 
contributions.

Commercial umbrella funds, on the other hand, 
usually have employee-benefit consultants to deal 
with the employer and to manage the employer’s 
relationship with the fund. Their best forum is to 
create a manco. However, it’s a layer of cost to the fund 
and profit to the service provider for the arrangement 
of meetings, secretarial services and the like.

Neither is it clear why retirement funds should be 
singled out from other employee fringe benefits, such 
as medical aid, to have mancos. If the employer and 
employees want a manco, that’s fine so long as there 
isn’t a requirement that they must. And if they do want 
a manco, they must ask what they want to achieve 
given the cost.

What’s the difference between a bank and a 
retirement fund? A bank holds your money and a fund 
holds your shares. Both have rules for withdrawals.

For a retirement fund, there are basic layers of 
costs. The critical issue is transparency. There must 
be trustees and manco members who know the right 
questions to ask of service providers and can assess 
whether they’re getting the right answers.

Vital too is that funds disclose to members both 
the gross and nett returns on their investments, at the 
least in the individuals’ annual benefit statements. 

Gluckman . . . structures in place

Visser . . . unnecessary layer
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We provide the gross and nett performances at each 
month-end.

Anne Cabot-Alletzhauser of Alexander Forbes:
Each participating employer needs its own manco 
to represent its own members, Every company has 
different requirements and every company needs to 
connect the dots between its policies and members’ 
outcomes.

Unlike trustee boards that 
provide more of a purely 
governance function, the 
primary responsibilities of 
mancos are to monitor how 
each member employee 
is progressing towards 
their goals and to remedy 

the gaps. Mancos must vet 
communications from the fund 
to determine whether they 

adequately address the issues at hand.
A critical member of the manco should be an 

external consultant able to help bridge the gap 
between the umbrella fund’s policies or offerings and 
the members’ needs. If the offerings at hand aren’t 
sufficient to address the requirements for members, 
these consultants provide the link and the technical 
wherewithal to effect the necessary changes.

Marcelle Moses of Workers Retirement Fund:
Members must have a voice. Mancos are important 
in that they assist communication, mandates and 
other issues to reach fund members. Trustees of big 
umbrellas might have no clue on the individuals 
who comprise memberships. Their decisions are 
made without consultation and members are simply 
informed by letter of changes. Fund members should 
be encouraged to make decisions that ultimately 
impact on their retirements and on their families.

Mancos, comprising employer and employee 
representatives, are custodians of members’ interests. It 
is unfair for employers’ human-resource departments 
to make decisions on behalf of members. These 
departments often have no insight into members’ 
personal lives and rarely go the extra mile to 

investigate whether they’re making the right decisions 
for them. 

Member representatives, on the other hand, spend 
lots of time with members and know them. They can 
assist trustees on members’ needs.

When the employer works with members, it 
removes the suspicions of corruption and abuse that 
are encountered when employers make decisions on 
behalf of their staff in their absence. Mancos can create 
a more worker-friendly environment.

Each branch of a participating employer should 
have a manco, where distance between branches is 
a factor, so that transport costs are kept down and 
production isn’t disrupted. Members should be able to 
elect representatives whom they feel are fit and trust 
sufficiently to deal with their savings.

Minimum educational requirements will be 
introduced for trustees. Manco members should also 
be required to obtain a set level of skills so that they 
can effectively represent fund members.

Jonathan Mort of Mort Law:
Whilst I understand the historic imperative for 
representativeness, in light of a lack of confidence in 
employer-controlled boards, I must question why it 
is considered necessary now. It is important to ask if 
mancos are to fulfil the need for representativeness.

It has been clear at least since 1998 (when the 
Pension Funds Act became effective for fund members 
to elect 50% of trustee boards) that the function of 
trustees is highly skilled, complex and requiring both 
specific skills and experience. I would attribute in 

Aletzhauser . . . 
include 
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large part the failure of trustees to have these qualities 
as being the main reason behind dysfunctional 
retirement funds, with high costs or significant lack of 
confidence by memberships in the trustee boards. 

For members to have the requisite confidence 
and trust in the boards should not depend on that 
board comprising persons elected by those members. 
Thus a manco should simply be an employer-
constituted committee which can include employee 
representatives if the employer so decides, and to carry 
the responsibility of the employer in relation to the 
umbrella fund.

The responsibilities of an employer are greater, 
not lesser, where it participates in an umbrella rather 
than a standalone occupational fund. On this basis 
it would be the manco which expresses the view 
of the employer about the appropriate investment 
arrangements (where the employer has that power 
when participating in an umbrella); reviews the costs 
of the umbrella-fund arrangement; decides whether to 
terminate participation; requires reporting about the 
operation about the fund, and so on.

The manco would then have a measure of fiduciary 
responsibility. But this is a fiduciary responsibility of 
the employer, not of the umbrella’s trustee board.

I am specifically not in favour of a trustee board 
delegating fiduciary responsibilities to a manco, for 
example in respect of death benefits. It would be 
imprudent for a trustee board to delegate fiduciary 
responsibilities to such a committee unless it can 

be satisfied that the manco will have the requisite 
fiduciary skills. With most employers, this is highly 
unlikely.

In any event, under the Act any such delegation 
would not relieve the board of its liability.

David Geral of Bowman Gilfillan:
The manco can assist trustees to communicate with 
members and to draw employer-specific member 
concerns and comments, as well as employer concerns 
and comments, to the umbrella’s board. These would 
include such matters as collection of contributions, 
processing beneficiary-nomination forms and dealing 
with housing-loan applications.

Trustees cannot assume that the manco reflects 
all interests in an employer group. Thus the trustees 
should not abdicate responsibility to build and 
maintain effective mechanisms to access the “voice” 
ordinarily expected from member-elected trustees in a 
non-umbrella. A manco should not be an agent of the 
board or indemnify the board in any way.

The election of members to a manco is important 
because, in the nature of engagement with the 
umbrella, it’s the employer (through its human-
resources or finance department) that appoints 
the umbrella (often on the advice of the employer’s 
consultant/broker) and negotiates (to the extent that 
there is any negotiation) the employer-participation 
schedule. So from the outset the set-up is generally 
employer-driven and most employer-friendly, as is 

Mort . . . employers’ initiative

Geral . . . balanced role
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the business relationship with the umbrella provider 
(which has a profit incentive to keep the employer 
happy and maintain continued participation).

For manco members, I’d favour awareness training. 
They should be exposed to relevant issues either before 
being permitted to stand as candidates or perhaps as 
a probationary requirement following election but 
prior to taking office. The candidate needn’t pass a 
course at any given level, but would need some kind 
of certificate for attendance at modules related to core 
skills e.g. basic oversight of management contracts, 

analysing reports, trustee duties, fund objectives and 
rules, reporting and whistleblowing.

This should allow space for a fair balance 
between technical competence and democratic 
representation of member interests. The cost of 
this training should be borne by employers as it is 
a cost that theoretically empowers their employees 
in important life skills, serves to bolster the 
governance of their employees’ savings, and can 
reduce the employer’s public-indemnity insurances 
for its directors and officers.

DRAFT PROPOSALS ONLY

The broad position of Liberty Corporate, 
says head of umbrella fund solutions Arno 

Loots, is to encourage the formation of mancos. 
Examining it for the group is Patrick Mayne, 
principal officer of its Corporate Selection 
Umbrella Funds.

He has also been attempting to piece together 
for Batseta an industry offering on the detail. 
Batseta, the council of retirement funds, is 
working on a discussion paper to assist in policy 
formulation.

Mancos are seen as important because, 
amongst other reasons, they’re intended to 
be bodies independent of the employer and 
administrator to which fund members can 
seek answers to queries and make complaints. 
They can also source education for members, 
especially on investment issues, and act as a 
forum to discuss benefit structures. Also, adds 
Mayne, they provide a strong link between the 
employer and the administrator. 

So far, up for consideration is a draft on 
the duties and responsibilities of a manco i.e. 
the management committees for an umbrella 
fund that has been “established for the benefit 
of eligible employees of various employers 
between whom there is no principal/subsidiary 
relationship”. It envisages that:

u Each participating employer with more than 50 
 members shall form a manco;

u A manco will consist of at least four individuals,
 50% of them being member-elected;

u A manco will appoint one or two representatives 
who will be authorised to liaise with the 
fund administrator and be referred to as the 
employer representative(s);

u The manco will remain operative, even if 
the employer goes into liquidation, until the 
participation has paid out all benefits.

Serious thought and research have clearly been 
put into the proposals, for they present detailed 
suggestions implicitly intended to enhance 
umbrella funds’ efficiencies. Amongst other 
possible functions, the manco:

u Will ensure that the cellphone numbers of fund 
 members are current and accurate;

u Report to the trustee board any known non-
compliance by the employer with the 
provisions of the Pension Funds Act and 
other legislation relevant to the employer’s 
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Samantha Davidson of Shepstone & Wylie:
I have no position on this issue, primarily because the 
umbrella funds with which I’m most familiar are those 
associated with bargaining councils.

Given their mandating processes, the wide range 
of employers in each industry (from JSE-listed 
companies to SMMEs), and the high levels of non-
compliance with such basic obligations as the timeous 
payment of contributions, I doubt that the constitution 
by employers of mancos would add sufficient value to 
justify their policing costs. n

participation in the fund;

u Ensure that members understand the 
 investment portfolios being used;

u Notify the fund within 15 days of new 
members becoming eligible, and of existing 
members who terminate, with their 
particulars;

u Ensure that the employer timeously pays all 
contributions, in terms of the fund rules and 
the Act, and advise the administrator how 
these contributions should be allocated to 
members’ records;

u Communicate with members on behalf of the 
fund when contributions aren’t paid timeously 
or when they cannot be reconciled to 
membership records;

u Advise the trustee board, at least annually, 
should any members not receive their benefit 
statements from the administrator;

u Assist members with general queries relating to 
membership, and monitoring feedback from 
the administrator;

u Provide all reasonable assistance to the trustee 

board in tracing 
and compiling 
evidence of 
dependents or 
beneficiaries when 
there are claims for 
death benefits.

The success of a 
manco appears to 
rely on the goodwill 
and efforts of its 
members, not fear 
recourse, to make it 
work. The draft indicates that the trustee board, 
administrator, insurer or any other person 
employed by the fund “shall not be liable for 
any loss incurred by any member or beneficiary 
resulting from the employer or the employer’s 
representative failing to provide timeous or 
accurate information in terms of...any section of 
the rules”. If no liability attaches to them, then 
presumably it can’t attach to mancos either.

By employers accepting such proposals, in 
whatever final form, the mancos can take a load 
off the umbrella funds’ administration services. 
This should enable commensurate reductions, 
to the benefit of fund members, in the fees 
charged by umbrellas to employers for their 
participation.

Davidson . . . big doubts

Mayne . . . detailed 
exploration







PRINCIPAL OFFICERS

Fuel for debate
There’s a vital governance issue on the matter of independence. 

It’ll have be properly thought through and resolved.

Here’s the problem: 
Every retirement fund must have a 

principal officer. But when he/she is appointed by 
the institutional sponsor (in the case of an umbrella 
fund) or by the employer (in the case of an employer-
sponsored fund), the question is whether the 
responsibility of the principal officer to the fund alone 
can be comprised by remuneration from the sponsor 
or employer as the case might be.

The supplementary question, then, is who will assess 
the principal officer’s performance. Put differently, it’s 
about what will happen in circumstances where the 
sponsor/employer is happy but the trustees aren’t.

Don’t send your answers on a postcard, thanks, 
because SA Post Office cannot promise delivery. But 
please do email your suggestions to TT or, better still, 
Batseta. Since it’s the representative body for principal 
officers and trustees, it will need to provide guidance 
on getting between a rock and a hard place. 

On the one hand, it would support a position where 
the PO is employed and remunerated exclusively by 
the fund. On the other, it won’t want to prevent the 
sponsor/employer from contributing because the 
contribution would result in a saving for the fund.

This is how an anonymous query succinctly conveys it:
I have had a debate with my employer on where the 

position of the PO should be positioned in the company’s 
organisational hierarchy and who should assess the 
performance of the PO, given that the PO is employed 
and remunerated by the employer and not the fund. 

I am of the view that the PO must functionally report 
to the chairperson and board of trustees as the work of 
the PO is in relation to executing the business of the fund. 
The employer is merely the sponsor of the fund, according 
Financial Services Board circular PF 130. 

At present with my fund, however, the PO reports 
to the company’s remuneration manager. This would 
appear to be a conflict of interests, especially taking into 
account s13A of the Pension Funds Act.

So I’m asking where would be the most appropriate 
place for the office of the PO within the employer’s 
business to ensure credibility of the role in the fund and 
to avoid potential conflicts with the employer. 

As the PO is employed and remunerated by the 
employer, there needs to be an administrative link for 
salary, budgeting, leave, training and other employee-
administration matters. Yet I have noted that many 
POs employed by other employers are reporting for 
administrative purposes either to the human-resources 
executive, the chief financial officer, the chief operating 
officer, the group risk executive or even the chief 
executive officer. This will obviously be influenced by the 
employer’s particular structure. 

Then there is the PO’s performance assessment. It 
cannot be done by the employer as the PO executes work 
for or on behalf of the trustee board. The employer would 
at best provide a highly subjective opinion, contrary to the 
board which has direct oversight of the PO’s work.

These are conundrums, to be sure, for the pension-
funds regulator too. n
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CURATORS’ CONDUCT

A mirror on the FSB
What it reflects to itself is one thing. 

What it reflects to others might be another.

In the first “integrated” annual report of the 
Financial Services Board, for the year to end-March, 
it’s proclaimed: “The board generally exercises 

leadership, integrity and judgment in directing the FSB 
in a manner based on transparency, accountability and 
responsibility.”

Lots of key words here. One of them is “generally”, 
which is distinct from “specifically”. To be specific, the 
adherence to transparency and the rest look a little thin 
when FSB executive officer Dube Tshidi can take it upon 
himself to refuse information on the costs, progress and 
payouts in various curatorships (TT Sept-Nov).

Which raises the matter of “accountability” i.e. 
accountability to whom? It can be argued that his refusal 
contradicts accountability to members of pension funds 
interested in the conduct of curatorships. Pension funds 
are stakeholders because over the year they contributed 
R153m in FSB levies.

Also, “integrated” reports are supposed to provide 
qualitative non-financial information. This report 
provides mission statements and quantitative data on FSB 
activities in such areas as consumer education, which is 
an FSB statutory duty. But search in vain for discussion 
on the success or otherwise of impacts. 

Similarly, as if it were something to boast about, 
there are numerous references to the FSB website as a 
communication tool. Well, try using it. Publication of 
curatorship reports, for instance, is sporadic, incomplete, 
inconsistent and sometimes outdated (e.g. a 2012 

media release, with no report, on the Saccawu national 
provident fund despite the happenings there since).

Then there’s an important document, ‘Proposed 
Guidelines on the Conduct of Curators’. It appears on the 
website neither under ‘Latest News’ nor ‘Documents for 
Comments’. You’d need to hear on the grapevine of its 
existence eventually to search successfully for it. Signed 
by Tshidi on Oct 28, comments are invited by Nov 28 (so 
don’t send them via post).

The document is important because the amended 
Financial Laws General Amendment Act allows the 
Registrar at s5(6) to prescribe “guidelines” in accordance 
with which curators appointed under the section “must” 
act, says Tshidi in a covering note.

While most of these guidelines are of a motherhood-
and-apple pie nature – like expecting curators to carry 
out their duties “honestly and fairly, with due skill and 
diligence and in the best interests of the institution and 
investors” – there are some which require more detailed 
attention; that is, if the intent to promote “effective 
supervision of curators by the Registrar in the best 
interests of the financial sector and investors” is to be 
fulfilled.

Some suggestions (in italics) for the Registrar, without 
anticipating that Tshidi will fall over himself to 

honour anything from TT with his consideration:
u There’s nothing on how curators are appointed. 

Apparently, this is left to the Registrar’s discretion. 
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Skilled professionals should be invited to form a 
pool of potential applicants, having contractually 
committed themselves to guidelines adherence, from 
which the Registrar draws. He should be obliged to 
make appointments from within this pool and, when 
called upon by an investor with bona fide interest, 
curators should expect him to explain why a particular 
appointment was made or not timeously cancelled e.g. 
Dines Gihwala at Fidentia.

u The curator is required to preserve confidential 
information except to the extent that a court of 
law may order disclosure. Who is to decide what 
information is confidential and what isn’t? Can a 
decision of the Registrar override a decision of the 
curator? In the experience of TT, Tshidi elects not to 
disclose even information that cannot conceivably be 
confidential e.g. the costs incurred and the payments 
made to beneficiaries of the CAF pension fund 
following a 2001 judgment against Old Mutual in the 
Supreme Court of Appeal.

u The draft provides that the curator must regularly 
report to the Registrar on specified matters. These 
reports should be in writing to enable publication on 
the FSB website e.g. reports in the so-called ‘Ghavalas 

funds’ which don’t appear on the website or don’t make 
all the disclosures specified, and to enable compliance 
with the Promotion of Access to Information Act when 
it is invoked.

u There are provisions for curators to appoint 
independent firms for legal proceedings and forensic 
investigations, subject to the Registrar’s approval. 
Curators should be obliged to approach the Registrar 
for approval before these proceedings and investigations 
are instituted i.e. to intervene where he considers them 
unnecessary or extravagant relative to the costs that 
fund members will have to bear.

u Where an institution has insufficient resources 
to cover the cost of the curator’s remuneration, it’s 
proposed that the curator shall be entitled to an 
“agreed” percentage of recoveries. It’s too vague that 
contingency fees, although they “must” be sanctioned by 
court order and “may” be subject to a maximum, can 
first be “agreed” between the curator and the Registrar. 
Curators who propose a contingency arrangement 
should consider their proposal to be tentative and a 
basis for the Registrar to invite competitive tenders from 
within the pool. It must be understood that the tender 
process will precede an application for court approval, 
and that in this application the Registrar will motivate 
his reasons for having reached agreement with a 
particular curator. Further, the application will include 
the curator’s disclosure of his financial relationship with 
any professional firm that he might intend to engage.

u Fees paid to curators must be reasonable, in 
accordance with professional tariffs and agreed with 
the Registrar. Sounds fair enough, but in reporting to 
the Registrar the curators should also be required to 
itemise the work being charged i.e. not only the hours 
but also who actually has done the hours; for example, 
not to pay the curator at the tariff of a law firm’s senior 
partner when the grind has been delegated to a junior 
associate.

Curatorships can be immensely lucrative. Fund 
members have an interest in making them less lucrative, 
and rely on the Registrar to make them so.  n
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The signing into law of the 2013 Taxation Laws Amendment
Act (TLAA) has been widely commented and reported on.

Despite some concerns around what the changes actually 
mean, there are generally positive sentiments that these 
changes represent positive steps for retirement-funding 
savings in South Africa.

National Treasury released a media statement on 
17 October 2014 with the revised 2014 Taxation Laws 
Amendment Bill (TLAB), confirming a delay in the 
implementation date of a significant component of the 
retirement tax-reform changes that were to be effective from  
1 March 2015 (T-day).

The new effective targeted date for implementation is 1 
March 2016, but may change depending on the agreement 
between National Treasury and the National Economic 
Development & Labour Council (Nedlac). This development 
has been received with mixed reaction and certainly came as 
an anti-climax to some in the retirement fund industry.

Liberty noted with concern the deferral of the effective 
date for these retirement tax-reform changes. We have 
previously voiced our support of these changes as we view 
them as largely beneficial to the average South African trying 
to build an appropriate retirement-funding reserve.

The deferral particularly affects  provident fund members, 
who now remain unable to claim a tax deduction for their 
contributions toward retirement savings. In addition, the delay 
hampers the much-needed incentivisation towards a greater 
retirement-savings culture.

We are of the view that there has been extensive 
engagement with the industry in the years leading up to the 
changes. However, the deferral provides a further opportunity 
that will be best used to communicate and clarify the various 
aspects of the overall Retirement Fund Reform considerations 
to all stakeholders.

Trustees of retirement funds can play a vital role in 
promoting awareness for members of funds to understand 
the difference between preservation of their savings before 
retirement and preservation at retirement. The latter would 
have been affected by the T-day changes. Members should not 
resign toaccess their retirement savings, as the proposed T-day 

changes do not affect pre-retirement preservation.

What should Trustees of retirement funds be considering 
in light of this deferral? What remains relevant and imminent? 
The following changes remain effective from 1 March 2015, of 
which only point ii) directly affects retirement funds:

i) Premiums for Income Disability Benefits will no longer be
tax deductible, but benefits received will be tax free

Currently, these benefits are included in the member’s
taxable income, resulting in members receiving the lower
benefit, which is net of tax. The following are the main
implications of these changes:

• Premiums: Members will no longer have a corresponding
deduction against the fringe benefit value. This will 
have the impact of reducing take-home pay for certain 
members. The exact impact depends on each member’s 
taxable income, tax rate and monthly income disability 
policy premium. The Liberty Corporate tax calculator can 
be used to estimate this impact.

• Benefits: Members will now receive the gross income 
disability benefit that they are insured for, without a

T-day delayed. What remains?
There’s much for trustees to review. Ashlene van der Colff, divisional director 

(operations) at Liberty Corporate, explains.
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Employee:
· Employer paid income disability policy premiums will 
 continue to be taxed as fringe benefits in the hands of 
 the employee
· These premiums will no longer be deductible in the 
 hands of the employee
· The employee will effectively be taxed on the value of 
 the fringe benefit
· Benefits paid out from such policies will be tax free

Employer:
·  No change – Employers may still claim a deduction for 
 premiums paid on behalf of the employee



T-day delayed. What remains?
deduction for tax.

This change is arguably one of the more technically difficult
changes promulgated by the TLAA. Should no changes be
made to the level of cover members currently have, members
will effectively be left with lower take-home earnings as
premiums remain the same but the tax relief falls away. We
are of the view that the current flat benefit will no longer
be appropriate for all members from 1 March 2015. Each
member’s benefit must reflect his or her tax status in order to
ensure that the take-home pay after disability is in line with
the pre-1 March 2015 benefit.

ii) Retirement fund accrual date can be elected by member.
The release of the TLAB introduces the ability for members
of occupational retirement funds to elect when to receive
their retirement benefit from the fund. This means that the
retirement benefit will no longer be deemed to accrue when
the member retires from his or her employer.

There are a number of implications to be considered with
implementation of deferral of the retirement benefit beyond
normal retirement age (NRA). Should members elect to defer
accrual of their retirement benefit beyond the NRA, trustees
will have to think about, among other things:
• Fund rules may have to be revised to align with this

change. Defined-benefit fund rules should clearly set the 
benefit payable at retirement and the growth thereon 
where members defer receipt of their retirement benefit;

• Is the member allowed to continue contributing to the
fund? The proposed wording in the TLAB is not prescriptive 
on this issue and does not refer to ongoing contributions 
for deferred retirement members;

• Trustees will have to review fund expenses in relation to 
these types of members;

• Trustees may have to revise the fund’s investment 
strategy in respect of members who defer receiving their 
retirement benefit;

• Trustees have to engage with administrators of the funds 
to ensure that system functionality allows for the effective 
administration of this change;

• Trustees should engage with employers and members to 
collate member data that will enable these members to be 
serviced effectively post the employment relationship. The 
industry can ill-afford to exacerbate the unclaimed benefits 
issue.

iii) Tax-free savings vehicle
The TLAA also includes a provision for the exemption 
of amounts received or accrued in respect of tax-free 
investments. While this exemption is aimed at incentivising 
non-retirement savings, i.e. outside of retirement fund 
vehicles, members may consider more aggressive use of this 
tax incentive given the delay in the other TLAA changes, which 
would have provided for greater tax-free retirement savings in 
most cases.

Trustees may want to consider creating increased member 
awareness of this benefit as a supplement to retirement 
savings.

Looking forward

Liberty remains committed to retirement-reform initiatives 
and will continue to communicate any developments as these 
happen. The key drivers to ensuring that these retirement 
tax-reform initiatives come to fruition by 2016 are meaningful 
collaboration among all stakeholders and clear communication 
to those affected.

For further details on the 1 March 2015 changes, 
please visit our website 
www.libertycorporate.co.za.

Van der Colff . . . through the quagmire
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GEPF 1

Tell all
“Sentence first, verdict afterwards,” said the Queen in 
Alice in Wonderland. And so we come to a case study 

in pension-fund governance where the board 
pronounces on sentence but not reasons for it.

Curiouser and curiouser. With every twist in 
the saga over John Oliphant at the Government 

Employees Fund, under a board now chaired by Renosi 
Mokate (herself once at the receiving end of suspension 
and dismissal), more questions than answers arise.
u First is the release by the GEPF of a media statement 

on the early afternoon of Nov 6. It confirmed the 
dismissal of Oliphant as GEPF principal executive 
officer. Why was the statement not put out immediately 
that the GEPF board had made its decision on Oct 31, 
rather than as an obvious reaction to the TT article that 
Moneyweb had published on the morning of Nov 6 (see 
next story).

u Second is the GEPF contention that Oliphant had 
been fired for “misconduct”. It’s the closest the GEPF 
has come to disclosing what the disciplinary inquiry 
was about. But the term “misconduct”, sinister in its 
connotation, can mean anything from innocuous 
infractions to negligently or wilfully causing financial 
loss. The “misconduct” isn’t specified. Is this supposed 
to suffice for transparency?

u Third is the media release distributed by Oliphant’s
lawyers, on his behalf, late in the afternoon of Nov 
6. Their statement disputes that Oliphant is guilty of 
“misconduct”. How can the GEPF and the Oliphant 
lawyers both be right?

u Fourth is the content of the lawyers’ statement. 

For the first time, the allegations against Oliphant and 
his defences to them are publicly detailed. How will 
the GEPF respond to disclosures that it has refused to 
allow?

u Fifth is the detail. Reading the statement of the 
Oliphant lawyers, and assuming that they aren’t lying, 
the worst had to do with differing interpretation and 
application of certain supply-chain management rules. 
There had been “no irregular, unauthorised or fruitless 
and wasteful expenditure”. Would any other employer 
reasonably consider the alleged transgressions to be 
grounds for suspension and dismissal? 

u Sixth is the revelation that, at the inquiry, the 
GEPF was represented by senior counsel, junior 
counsel and an attorney whereas Oliphant was 
represented (presumably from his own pocket) by an 
attorney only. On what basis does the GEPF justify 
having paid for such a hefty legal team, and was the 
balance fair?

u Seventh is in the amount of money investigated. It 
looks to be around R2m (nothing misappropriated) 
plus something to do with a TV installation. How do 
the costs incurred by the GEPF, inclusive of the forensic 
report by outside auditors, compare with the R2m?

u Eighth is that a junior member of the Pretoria Bar 
chaired the inquiry. Was she appointed by agreement 
between the parties or by the GEPF unilaterally, 
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despite objections?
u Ninth concerns the appeals process. If Oliphant 

exercises a right to appeal, how can the GEPF finalise 
his dismissal? If he can’t be dismissed pending the 
outcome of an appeal, does he remain under 
suspension? And if his appeal succeeds, can it be 
expected that he’ll return to the GEPF?

u Tenth is who, in the event of an appeal, will hear it. The 
 CCMA or the Labour Court? A sub-committee of the 
 board that includes dissenting trustees? An independent 
 outsider at additional expense to GEPF members?
u Finally, did Oliphant’s internationally-recognised 

record of GEPF service count for nothing?

One could go on. Unless common sense is allowed to 
prevail, this matter doubtless will. n

• Full texts of the media releases, by the GEPF and the 
Oliphant lawyers, can be found on www.totrust.co.za by 

clicking on the ‘GEPF/Oliphant’ button.
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GEPF 2

Chief fired, 
says acting chief

Nobody can say whether the punishment fits the crime when 
the supposed crime isn’t divulged.

John Oliphant has been dismissed as principal 
executive officer of the Government Employees 
Pensions Fund. That’s according to Joelene 

Moodley, the acting principal executive officer, in an 
early-November email to staff.  

Why the email came from her, not from Renosi 
Mokate as chair of the GEPF board, isn’t clear. It 
could be that Moodley had sent the email without 
board authority, possibly indicating that the dismissal 
isn’t cut and dried. There has so far been neither a 
media release nor an announcement on the GEPF 
website.

No reasons for the dismissal, if there has indeed 
been a dismissal, were contained in the email. It is 
therefore impossible for anybody outside the GEPF 
board, or not party to the internal disciplinary 
inquiry, to know what might have occasioned such a 
severe outcome. 

It is also impossible for Oliphant publicly to 
defend his reputation, already damaged by his year-
long suspension and exacerbated by his purported 
dismissal, unless there is to be a costly sequel through 
the courts or a less adversarial basis is found to settle 
the dispute. Either way, it suggests that the inquiry’s 

record will have to be released.
How else can Oliphant respond? How else for 

interested parties, like the boards of other funds and 
companies concerned with governance, to assess the 
fairness of the outcome against the seriousness of the 
findings; for that matter, even whether the findings 
themselves can withstand scrutiny? 

Was there corruption? Was there enrichment? 
What sort of money was involved? Could the alleged 
procedural transgressions have been handled 
differently, with less fuss and less expense both to the 
GEPF and to Oliphant personally?

Perhaps it’s significant that, in the recently-
published GEPF annual report for the year to 

end-March 2014, the independent auditors identify 
no irregularities. In fact, they’ve given the financials a 
clean bill of health. 

Moreover, although the report was signed off 
on October 6 by Mokate as the new GEPF chair, 
she offers no information on the outcome of the 
disciplinary inquiry. She mentions only that the 
“process” is “ongoing”. 

But if the actual findings had already been made, 
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then it isn’t obvious why they weren’t disclosed as a 
material development subsequent to the financial 
year-end; unless, after all this time, the board had 
still to take a view on whether to accept the inquiry’s 
recommendations. 

Should it do so, the option of appeal processes 
surely remains. Then the largest pension fund in 
the land will remain for even longer without a chief 
executive.

This is all rather convoluted for an institution 
that insists on the highest governance standards 
at companies where it’s significantly invested. 
Paradoxically too, such insistence was largely 
spearheaded by Oliphant.

TT asked the GEPF on October 20:
u More or less when might a decision be expected 
 on whether John Oliphant’s suspension will be 
 lifted or whether he will leave the GEPF?

u Has the disciplinary inquiry delivered a 
 judgment? If so, when was it delivered? If not, 
 when is it expected?

u Will this judgment be made available to GEPF 
 members or placed by the GEPF in the public 
 domain? If not, why not?

u What is the approximate cost to the GEPF of the 
 inquiry, inclusive of the forensic investigation and 
 legal proceedings?

u When will the 2014 annual report of the GEPF be 
 published? Will it cover the matters referred to 
 above and, if not, why not?

Mokate replied on October 27:
“The GEPF’s board of trustees is scheduled to meet 
on Friday 31 October and the disciplinary hearing 
will be on the agenda.

“The matter of the costs involved in the 
disciplinary committee has been dealt with before. 
As any other major corporation, state-owned 
corporation or institution, GEPF accounts for 

contingent liabilities. GEPF is an internationally-
recognised and renowned pension fund that has in 
place stringent checks and balances to ensure its 
members and pensioners are protected.

“This disciplinary matter specifically arose out 
of issues related to financial responsibility and 
transparency. The implication that such matters of 
transparency and good governance should now be 
short-changed for financial reasons would subvert 
that process and go against the integrity and values of 
the GEPF.

“GEPF has a duty to apply good governance 
throughout the organisation and is bound to follow 
through when breaches of such a nature appear to 
have occurred. Due process must be followed, and 
this includes the rights of any one deemed to have 
transgressed the fund’s procedures.”

So now we know. Or don’t. n

• This article was first published 
by Moneyweb on Nov 6.
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Consumers differ on 
compulsory contributions

South Africans who do not currently have a pension or 
provident fund are divided on whether a government-
sponsored pension fund should be compulsory, Old Mutual 
Corporate research into auto-enrolment has found.

The research surveyed more than 800 workers between 
the ages of 18 and 64 (either full-time, part-time or 
self-employed), who do not currently have a pension or 
provident fund, to gauge how satisfied workers are with 
their financial provision for retirement. It also sought 
to ascertain their views on compulsory membership of 
retirement funds.

Notwithstanding the postponement for implementation of 
T-day from March next year (when a new dispensation for 
the tax treatment of retirement-fund contributions was to 
have taken effect), government is committed to promoting 
efficient savings. This is by introducing retirement reforms 
that will encourage employees to save and provide 
adequately for their retirement, while also encouraging 
employers to provide retirement-savings plans for their 
employees as part of their contracts.

Government-sponsored fund
One proposed solution is legislation that will make it 
compulsory for every employee, who does not currently 
belong to a pension fund, to belong to a government-
sponsored pension fund. 

The survey revealed that 51% of respondents believed 
employees should not be allowed to opt out of such a 
fund, while 49% indicated they should be able to.   

Craig Aitchison, General Manager for Corporate Customer 
Solutions at Old Mutual Corporate, points out that those 
respondents who selected opt-out are mainly driven by the 
principle of having the right to choose (55%), followed 
by a concern that they might not be able to afford the 
contribution due to limited monthly income (18%).

“In comparison, only 8% cited a lack of trust in 
government. It is encouraging that this is not seen as a 
leading reason for why respondents should be allowed to 

opt out of the fund,” Aitchison notes. “While respondents 
were evenly split on whether they would want to opt out, 
two in three said they would be likely to join such a fund if 
it was introduced, with 39% saying they were completely 
likely to join and 30% very likely. This suggests that South 
Africans do see the benefits of being part of such a fund.” 

Full-time and part-time employed respondents were 
significantly more likely to choose to be part of the fund. 
Self-employed respondents were significantly less likely to 
do so.   

Employer-sponsored funds preferred
Respondents were also asked how much they liked the 
idea of the implementation of an employer-sponsored 
pension fund. A significant 67% indicated they liked it 
either “very much” or “somewhat”. 

The research highlights consumers’ strong interest in 
having a say and some control over their fund, with 66% 
of respondents stating that the employee and employer 
should jointly decide on fund investments.

When asked which fund they would be more likely to 
join – assuming the benefits are the same for both – 49% 
of respondents selected an employer-sponsored pension 
fund. Only 15% chose the government-sponsored fund. 

Aitchison believes that this choice is influenced by people 
wanting to participate in the investment decision-making 
process: “Consumers may feel they are less able to 
influence a government-sponsored fund than an employer-
sponsored fund.”

Poor preparations
Many of the survey findings highlight the urgent 
need for government to implement retirement-reform 
initiatives. One such finding is that the majority of 
respondents hold a bleak outlook of their current 
financial situation, with 52% stating that they were not 
satisfied at all with their current retirement provision. 
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Only 7% reported being completely satisfied.

In addition, almost one in five respondents revealed that 
they would supplement their retirement funds by looking 
for another job in retirement.

Most respondents (70%) reported that they have a formal 
savings product. Yet only one in four has a retirement 
annuity. The others hold products such as life assurance 
and funeral policies. 

This finding corroborates the recent Old Mutual Savings 
& Investment monitor research. It showed that 80% of 
respondents wanted to learn how to save, but that many 
haven’t yet translated their awareness into action. It also 
revealed that 30% have never seen a financial adviser. 

Aid needed
When respondents were surveyed on the things they could 
do differently to make them feel more secure and satisfied 
when they retire, 43% said that they would increase their 
monthly savings contributions. However, with the current 
pressure on household incomes, some respondents said 
they would find it difficult to put extra money aside for 
retirement savings.

While one-third of consumers said they should be 
contributing more than 15% of their salary to a pension 
fund, only 10% felt they are in a financial position to make 
this commitment.  

In short, these findings corroborate that some respondents 
do take action to increase their retirement savings. But 
many do not and are concerned about their ability to save 
for retirement. 

Aitchison concludes: “Government should therefore act 
to create a retirement-saving system that encourages 
all employees to save for retirement, and offers them 
employer-sponsored plans with some form of decision-
making participation in terms of fund offerings, as well as 
an opt-out option.”

For more information about Old Mutual Corporate, visit 
www.oldmutual.co.za/corporate

Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.
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FUND MANAGEMENT

Black beauties
Survey offers a showcase of investment managers claiming more 

place in the sun. They want to ensure that consultants 
don’t neglect them in the selection process.

Reading between the lines, asset consultants 
are really the main target of the latest annual 
survey by investment manager 27four. The 

purpose of the survey seems less a special plea 
for more assets to be placed with younger black-
owned and controlled firms, solely by virtue of their 
blackness, than to display them for the radar of asset 
consultants.

This is because asset consultants, often the 
impenetrable gatekeepers for retirement funds, 
assert a powerful influence over trustees’ decisions 
to choose asset managers. Consultants tend to favour 
the larger, established managers without the smaller 
and newer getting a look-in. Many of the latter are 
black, the survey indicates, and deserve consideration 
in the allocation of assets where they can justify it on 
business criteria.

Of course, blackness does play a role. In the 
politically-correct lingo, it’s called “transformation”. The 
more that black firms are used, the more the industry 
might be argued to be “transforming”. But it’s not a 
straightforward black and white issue, so to speak.

The larger, established firms have invested – and 
continue to invest – significantly in “transformation”.  
Increasingly, over and above legislative compliance, 
their staff components and leadership cores are black. 
They’re also involved heavily in training, mentorship 
and incubation projects. Black professionals who’ve 
split from these firms, to set up independently, owe 

workplace experience to them. 
It speaks to the gathering success of 

“transformation”, making it contradictory that there 
be discrimination against the big firms despite their 
progress. Not to be ignored, either, are the bright 
recruits who elect to stick with these firms and accept 
the challenge to rise through their ranks.

Thus the 2014 survey, entitled ‘Transformation in 
SA asset management’, should not be seen negatively 
as implicit criticism from the Association of Black 
Investment & Securities Professionals. Rather, it’s to 
bring black and younger firms to the closer attention 
of consultants and trustees. 

These firms claim a competitive shake in an 
environment where the tried and tested predominate, 
argues an always-outspoken Fatima Vawda of 27four: 
“A lot of the time, consultants don’t even know the 
full list of who’s available. By showcasing them, 
we’re helping them in the identification process that 
precedes selection of investment managers. And we 
want black firms to be part of the tender procedure 
when there is one.”

Vawda also sees disadvantage in the lack of black 
asset consultants outside the big groups. Even within 
the big groups, she believes, there are too few. What 
worries her is the dependence of asset owners on asset 
consultants.

Equally, she cautions that there are too many asset 
managers competing for too little business: “When 
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markets are flat, asset management is no longer so 
lucrative.” In fact, according to the survey, the number 
of black asset-management companies has increased 
by 23% since last year and by 129% since 2009.

For purposes of the survey, “black” was defined 
in accordance with the dti codes. Criteria for 
participation were a minimum 50% black ownership 
with accompanying voting rights and 50% black 
representation at board level and 50% black 
individuals in senior fund-management positions.

As at end-June, there were 32 firms participating in 
the survey. Taken as a universe, those with the largest 
shares of assets under management were Taquanta and 
Kagiso. The others trail some distance behind (see table).

A main finding of the survey is that these 32 firms 

collectively manage an estimated 4% of the total R6,5 
trillion investment and savings industry pool, of 
which retirement funds account for about half. It urges 
that the firms diversify away from the competitive 
institutional market into the retail market, notably 
unit trusts, so that they capitalise on a growing black 
middle class with disposable income.

Despite strong performance amongst a subset of 
these firms, the survey notes that they still struggle 
to attract funds: “Black-owned firms also argue that 
they require an additional R1bn of assets to employ an 
investment professional with strong skills to support 
robust investment performance.”

Perhaps some of them should consider consolidations 
to achieve the benefits of greater scale. n
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

King IV aims 
to hit target

Special invitation from Ansie Ramalho* for trustees to 
particpate in consultations on new draft.

As South Africans we have become spectators 
of ongoing sagas in corporate governance 
having gone wrong. Examples abound: 

ineffective boards that are unable to hold management 
appropriately to account; dysfunctional relationships 
between the board, management and shareholders; 
inadequate board-appointment and vetting processes; 
lack of succession planning; passive investors. 
Reflecting on this mayhem it is probably justifiable to 
question whether the King Code for Governance is 
serving its purpose.

Recent media coverage of respected PSG Group 
chairman Jannie Mouton, opining that “the King 
Code got it wrong”, echoes some of this sentiment. He 
compared the failure of African Bank to the success of 
Capitec despite them being in the same industries and 
following similar business models. Mouton concluded 
that the board of African Bank was “too independent” 
to make a meaningful contribution. 

This is a view with which I have much sympathy. 
Abounding instances show that we are often 
sacrificing industry knowledge and experience on 
the altar of board members’ independence. However, 
I would attribute this not to the King Code getting 
it wrong but rather to how we think about (and deal 

with) governance codes and recommendations. 
Governance codes typically address the values of 

governance: accountability, fairness, responsibility 
and transparency. They also contain principles and 
recommend practices that would support these 
principles. The trick is for boards and directors 
to harness the creative tension between that 
which sets the context and purpose of governance 
implementation: the values and principles on the one 
hand, the practices on the other. 

Often, however, the values and principles are 
all but ignored in favour of an inordinate focus on 
implementation of practices. Once practices are 
elevated to a status independent from the governance 
objective, we arrive at what is generally known as 
box-ticking. The trouble here is that we tap ourselves 
on the shoulder for having achieved good governance 
merely because the recommended practices are 
followed. This is tantamount to throwing a dart and 
then painting the target around where the dart has 
landed. 

Independence is indeed a typical example of where 
application of practice without consideration for 
contextual purpose could lead. The primary role of the 
board is to direct the company by setting an effective 
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strategy, then to oversee sound implementation. 
Appointment of a board that is independent but 
without the skills, experience and industry knowledge 
to fulfil this role competently leads to the kind of 
disasters we saw at African Bank and during the global 
financial crisis. 

A main reason why the King committee has 
decided to embark on the drafting of King IV is 
because it believes that the formatting and styling 

of the code could go a long way in fostering a more 
qualitative approach towards corporate governance. 
An example of the stylistic change that we have in 
mind is clearly to differentiate between principles and 
practices. 

The idea is that principles should be higher-
order objectives that are the same for all sectors and 
entities but that the practices will vary depending on 
whether these are recommended for a listed company, 
SME, non-profit organisation, public sector entity or 
pension fund. 

If, for instance, the principle is that the board 
should be constituted so that there is a balance of 
power then one of the practices by which this can 
be achieved is to have a majority of directors who 
are independent of management. This is appropriate 
for listed companies. But due to the associated cost 
or regulated representation requirements, it may be 
prohibitive for other entities. So different practices 
need to be employed on a fit-for-purpose basis. 
This approach puts the emphasis on the outcome 
envisaged by the principle and allows for flexibility of 
application.

Another format change that can be expected 
towards the same end – a focus on qualitative 
governance – is to present the code in more concise 
and succinct language and style. As such, many of the 
existing principles and practice recommendations may 
fall away. There will also not be a significant departure 
from the solid foundations and philosophy set by King 
III. But corporate governance developments locally 
and internationally, which have to be catered for, will 
lead to some changes. 

The intent is for the King IV drafting process to 
be widely consultative so that the resultant product 
is truly by South Africans and for South Africans. 
Asset owners such as pension funds wield significant 
power in ensuring that practices are not employed 
in a mindless fashion in investee companies. Our 
invitation, therefore, goes to trustees of pension funds 
especially to participate in this endeavour to move us 
faster towards our goals as a nation. n

*Ansie Ramalho is the King IV project lead at the 
Institute of Directors in Southern Africa.
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INTEGRATED REPORTING

Rethinking value 
or business as usual?

Jonathan Hanks* sets out to answer.

Since March 2011, all JSE-listed companies have 
ostensibly been required to publish an integrated 
annual report or to explain why they haven’t. 

Although this has proved to be nothing more than a 
soft ‘expectation’ that the JSE by its own admission 
(rather surprisingly) has not sought to push, SA 
companies have nevertheless been leading the way 
globally in publishing annual integrated reports. 

Guided initially by recommendations of the King 
Code, and by a January 2011 SA discussion paper 
on integrated reporting, more detailed guidance on 
integrated reporting is now provided at a global level 
by the International Integrated Reporting Council 
(IIRC). A worldwide coalition of regulators, investors, 
companies, standard setters, the accounting profession 
and NGOs, the IIRC’s principles-based framework 
provides a clear set of guiding principles and content 
elements aimed at informing the development of 
integrated reports.

Timely shift 

The ambition behind integrated reporting is 
bold. It seeks fundamentally to change corporate-
reporting practice, embed integrated thinking within 
mainstream business activities, and prompt a more 
efficient and productive allocation of capital. This is in 
the belief that integrated thinking and reporting will 
“act as a force for financial stability and sustainability”.

Underpinning it is the growing realisation that 
current reporting and accounting practice have failed 

us, epitomised particularly by impacts of the global 
financial crisis. Explaining the rationale for its work, 
the IIRC argues that the crisis “was in part driven by 
individuals and organisations focusing on short-term 
profits, irrespective of their long-term sustainability”. 

The IIRC believes that this short-term focus “has 
demonstrated the need for capital market decision-
making to reflect long-term considerations, and 
has called into question the extent to which current 
corporate reporting disclosures sufficiently highlight 
the systematic risks to business”. 

Given this context, the stated primary purpose 
of an integrated report is to explain to providers of 
financial capital how an organisation creates value 
over the short, medium and long term. The integrated 
report is intended to achieve this by providing 
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investors with insight into the critical resources and 
relationships (the so-called “six capitals”) that are used 
and affected by an organisation. 

By prompting companies to reflect and disclose 
how they interact with the external environment, 
it is hoped that this will foster a more nuanced 
appreciation (amongst both companies and investors) 
of the true value of the social and environmental 
resources and stakeholder relationships that 
companies ultimately depend on, but that are 
currently largely undervalued. 

In being urged to ‘rethink value’ and improve 
the quality of their information, companies’ reports 
will enable investors to ensure more efficient and 
productive allocation of capital, and companies 
themselves will be prompted to revisit their business 
models. Or that is the theory. 

As Mervyn King puts it: “If done properly, 
organisations that produce an integrated report for 
the first time will take a new look at themselves and 
their business models . . . and will be encouraged to 
explore new and potentially innovative opportunities 
in their products, services, processes and markets”. 
He further maintains that integrated reporting “has 
the ability to improve strategic decision-making, 
improve performance and enhance reputation among 
stakeholders”.

Unclear, however, is whether this ambition is being 
realised; or whether integrated reporting may in fact 
be giving legitimacy to the existing out-dated model of 
value creation.

Recent SA experience 

The picture is mixed. While there are pockets of 
excellence in the corporate approach to integrated 
reporting (and thinking), and in the nature of 
investor engagement on this issue, these are far from 
widespread. 

For integrated reporting to fulfil its potential in 
prompting companies to revisit their business models, 
it’s critical that the reporting process does not simply 
become a compliance-driven exercise administered 
in comparative isolation by the company secretary or 
investor relations department. Instead, it will require 

the active engagement of the organisation’s governing 
structure in the reporting process. This includes 
identifying, communicating on, and responding to, 
those material issues that impact on the organisation’s 
capacity to create value. 

With few exceptions, it is difficult to assess from 
many of the recent ‘integrated reports’ whether this 
level of engagement and introspection is taking place. 
There remains a lingering suspicion that for many 
companies integrated reporting is little more than yet 
another compliance requirement. 

As accountancy firm PwC recently put it: “Too 
many reports display the dead hands of compliance 
and the editorial committee; too few companies have 
cut through the historic clutter and the short-term 
financials to create a strategic picture of the business 
that is informative and convincing.” 

Given that investors are the principal intended 
audience of integrated reports, it is useful to 

consider their perceptions on the value of integrated 
reports. There are divergent views. For instance:
u A study by the Association of Chartered Certified 

Accountants maintains that the SA institutional 
investment community “welcomes the introduction 
of integrated reporting...as an improvement in 
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disclosure for investment decision-making”. It is 
worth noting, however, that this finding is based 
on interviews with only 20 members of the local 
investment community, most of whom are directly 
involved in responsible investment, and thus are 
likely to have a more informed and favourable 
understanding of integrated reporting’s potential. 

u A different perspective has been voiced by a leading 
SA institutional investor. Speaking on a panel with 
the IIRC chief executive, the investor maintained: 
“We don’t need these reports. Producing an annual 
integrated report is a distraction and an immense 
waste of time and resources. None of us read them.” 

While it is difficult to reach a robust conclusion 
on company and investor perceptions without further 
research, a strong case can be made that many in the 
local corporate and investment communities remain 
largely unconvinced of the benefits. In some instances, 

this reflects a worrying lack of appreciation of the need 
to rethink value, with short-termism continuing to 
dominate. 

In other instances, this may be a result of too many 
poor-quality ‘integrated reports’ that fail to provide a 
compelling and transparent interrogation of how value 
is created. Both reasons are cause for concern.

If integrated reporting is to deliver its full potential, 
we shall need a more informed appreciation within the 
corporate sector, and amongst investors and trustees, 
of the underlying purpose of integrated reporting. This 
purpose is to rethink value. n

* Hanks is a managing partner at Incite (www.incite.
co.za), an SA-based international advisory network 

that works with leading corporates throughout emerging 
markets. A member of the working group of the 

Integrated Reporting Committee in SA, he contributes 
to the work of the International Integrated Reporting 

Council and the Global Reporting Initiative.

www.nimpf.co.za
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EXECUTIVE PAY

Keep government out

To address income inequalities, first get education right. 
International consultant Joel Stern*, who recently completed a 

series of lectures at the UCT Graduate School of Business, 
responds to the TT arguments on “radical economic transformation”.

There is no question that your idea is 
terrific for retirement funds actively to 
participate as shareholders in attempting 
to build consensus on matters of 

corporate pay (TT Sept-Nov). But it is only a small 
piece of the puzzle. The issue of “income inequality” 
is not isolated in executive compensation. 

It is my contention almost all the socioeconomic 
problems that are discussed worldwide are caused 
by a failure of markets based on government 
intervention in the first place. 

In SA there is persistently high unemployment 
and persistently high inflation. What’s causing 
this? The answer is that, since 1994 when “radical 
economic transformation” (RET) started, there has 
been almost no serious effort to improve the quality 
of education. 

We have the same problem in the US. 
Government controls education, offering nothing to 
ensure competition, and the result is poor-quality 
education. “Income inequality” is almost entirely 
caused by government intervention in education.

It reflects the fact that students who complete 
high school and continue to university, possibly 

on to graduate school, tend to achieve significantly 
higher incomes than those who don’t. The former 
will save in the forms of shares and real estate, 
rapidly growing their wealth. Better incomes arise 
from better education, often at the higher cost of 
private schooling. 

When it comes to corporate governance and 
executive remuneration, the solution is similarly 
to be found in competition. It’s to allow an active 
market for corporate control i.e. an opportunity 
for shareholder activism in the form of unfriendly 
takeovers. 

This happened in the US, beginning in the late-
1970s. Harvard professor of finance Michael 

Jensen showed that an active market for corporate 
control through the threat of unfriendly takeover 
improves corporate governance without actually 
having the takeover. Merely the threat of takeover 
would do the trick, and it did. 

Such threats of takeovers solved the US corporate 
governance problem in the 1980s. But, of course, 
Fortune 500 companies were afraid of this. In 
1989 they managed to get a judge in the state of 
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Delaware, where most companies 
are incorporated, to interfere in 
this activism by just saying no. 
Bad outcomes were Enron and 
WorldCom, representing the tip of 
an iceberg.

Then too, in 1993, President 
Bill Clinton got legislation passed 
that prevented management from 
earning large cash bonuses unless 
they could prove they were creating 
shareholder value. This is difficult 
to do, especially if long-term 
investments are made that only pay 
off years later. 

Management needs to be 
rewarded for taking the risks that 
ultimately reward the shareholders. 
Thus I suggested to the board of a company on 
which I served that, instead of paying cash bonuses, 
stock options be used. Little did I anticipate that, for 
the next six years, the stock market would increase 
annually by 23% on average.

So management was granted stock options, but 
the options needed to be granted at four times 

the amount that management would have received 
in the form of a cash bonus (as share options are 
four times riskier than cash). With the stock market 
then increasing by 23% a year (2,5 times the norm), 
management got 10 times what it would have 
received in a cash bonus (4 x 2,5). 

SA executives followed the example of 
Americans, as did Europeans, using stock options 
instead of cash. Some worked out brilliantly. Firms 
such as Bidvest, Tiger Brands and SA Breweries 
delivered big-time for shareholders. So their levels 
of executive remuneration should not be held up to 
scorn, or subjected to government intervention. 

Please don’t get me wrong. I want all people in 
SA to do well. But I want them to do well because 
of hard work and commitment, not because they 
engage in “takings”. Once a country begins to 
engage in “takings”, it will essentially discourage 
foreign direct investment.

All of us seemed to champion black economic 
empowerment, but my great fear was that only a 
handful of people would benefit at the expense of 
white and black shareholders (directly or through 
such vehicles as retirement funds) who owned the 
companies subjected to BEE. 

I am in favor of economic empowerment, but 
economic empowerment for all; not just for black 
residents of SA. The best remedy for past apartheid 
abuses is to ensure that in future all people can 
enjoy opportunity to succeed. 

A solution for the US, for Europe, for the 
Middle East and certainly for SA is what I call 

“employee capitalism.” It means that all employees 
have an opportunity to earn variable compensation 
based on sustainable improvements in company 
performance. 

There are no caps on awards, but for senior 
management their awards should be put into a 
“bonus bank” that pays out only gradually based on 
sustainability. The focus is then on long-term and 
not short-term results. It is a simple free-market 
solution that will work everywhere. 

Thus, my response to RET is to permit an active 
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market for corporate control; for government to 
permit product, labour and financial markets to 
have true competition. 

It is plain stupid to limit immigration into SA 
of people who are well trained, and are needed in 
the country, out of fear that they will take jobs away 
from South Africans. There is no evidence for this 
anywhere. In fact, by talented people coming to SA, 
SA will be receiving foreign aid as the education of 

these people has been paid by the countries from 
which they emigrate. 

They will come to develop business, hire people, 
train and develop them. What could be better? In 
addition, as mentioned, an economic value-added 
(EVA®) transformation would provide incentive for 
all people to strive to do better. 

Finally, government should privatise the 
education system; for example, to launch an 
education-voucher system where private firms 
would provide training and development for people 
so that they can become productive members of 
society. 

Even if a few executives are getting paid 
what you and others consider to be excessive 

compensation, the way around this is not for 
government to regulate anything. It is to allow for 
unfriendly takeovers and an activist mentality in the 
financial markets. The programme envisaged by TT 
does accomplish some of this. 

But what about education? What about foreign 
direct investment? What about the best ways to 
overcome the white supremacist attitude that has 
been so devastating for so long? 

I am a champion of individual liberty, choice 
and competition. They provide the best solution for 
current and future harmony in SA and elsewhere. 

Since RET has become a discussion point, look 
at the industrial policy that SA now has. You 

surely cannot imagine that government politicians 
are going to tell us where our monies should be 
invested in order to create sustainable employment. 
It cannot possibly happen. They will bear none of 
the risk when mistakes are made, and when losses 
are generated the spigot will remain indefinite. 

We have examples in Transnet and SA Airways 
(SAA). Both organizations need the type of 
cleansing I am talking about. I suggested that 
economic value-added change be implemented in 
SAA when the chief executive was a former student 
of mine. 

However, the Minister of Public Enterprises 
turned it down saying bonuses will not be paid 

until the airline generates profits. Well, if that’s it, 
forget about it. This will never happen.

I have been visiting SA regularly since 1978. For 
35 years I have been on the faculty of both UCT and 
Wits. I love the country and the people, but I fear 
for the future. n

* Prof Joel M Stern, who created the economic 
value-added (EVA) concept as the primary measure 

for corporate performance and consults on it for 
major corporations internationally, is chairman 

and chief executive of New York-based Stern Value 
Management. 
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Umbrella fund idealism

As active members of the industry and vocal 
proponents of industry reform, we read the 
advertorial “Crunch for umbrella funds” (TT 

Sept-Nov) with enthusiasm. We certainly agree with 
many of the points raised by Sanlam Employee Benefits 
special projects head David Gluckman, such as the 
need to re-look the changing role of the trustee versus 
the sponsor, and agree that change is needed to create a 
more open market and increase competitiveness.

However, Gluckman’s view that the umbrella-fund 
market requires a completely new administrative 
framework is too idealistic. While it may seem like 
driving retirement reform, issues of practicality cannot 
be ignored when trying to implement step changes 
in an industry of this nature. As is so often the case, 
implementing gradual change is often more successful, 
especially if it’s going to take 15 years for a complete 
overhaul.

The industry regulator has thus far opted for this 
gradual approach, and has made some headway in 
addressing many of the issues that are symptomatic of 
the larger underlying problem. It relates to poor fund 
administration and bureaucratic red tape.

For instance, the Financial Services Board has 
done good work in trying to root out some of the 
administrative inefficiency – that makes it so difficult 
for customers to switch funds – by removing smaller 
administrators that aren’t competent and by bringing 
in capital adequacy. Once implemented, market 
consolidation should be better realised.

However, despite regulation, a great deal of inertia 
remains when customers try to switch funds. The 
current model is still too reliant on the previous fund 
administrator to transfer the required data to the new 

administrator. The previous administrator has no 
incentive to expedite the process as it would already 
have lost the client. This administrator is further 
motivated to drag its feet as it continues to earn an 
asset-management fee, another point of contention.

 Asset-based management and administration fees 
increase in relation to the sum invested. The more a 
person saves and invests, the more he or she pays. In 
addition, the assets under management bear no relation 
to the cost of administration and should therefore be 
structured differently. A fixed cost per member per 
month, regardless of how much the member contributes 
or how much has been invested, would offer a more 
equitable approach.

Certain umbrella funds also choose to invest in 
portfolios which attract multi-manager fees. However, 
larger institutions tend to disclose only the top fees and 
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not the underlying asset-manager fees. As such, the 
costs associated with managing assets is a key area that 
should be reviewed, especially as greater transparency 
would enable retirement savers to make more informed 
comparisons and selections based on performance and 
the associated costs to determine real returns.

While this echoes Gluckman’s calls for greater 
transparency to allow for easier cost and benefit 
comparison, the idea of a legal requirement for 
employers to obtain three quotes every three years is 
arbitrary and pointless. It’s a weak attempt to solve the 
real issue. If employers were able easily to evaluate rival 
umbrellas and switch to them with less hassle, other 
issues would fall into line.  

 – Michael Field, 
product development manager, FedGroup.

 

Investment for 
national good 

The 2014 platinum strike highlights how weak 
labour relations can have a severe negative impact 

not only on stakeholders in one industry but also on the 
general economy. As TT  frequently reminds us, we all 
have a part to play in addressing the country’s challenges. 
As an asset consultant I have had exposure to several 
innovative investment funds which are doing just that. 

The first example addresses labour relations head-
on. An asset manager has set up an agricultural fund 
which aims to acquire agricultural land, develop 
it and thereafter exit after 10 to 12 years. The fund 
has a socially-responsible element in that the farms 
offer permanent workers free healthcare and free or 
upgraded housing where farms are far removed from 
local communities. 

Regular training and skills development are 
provided. Farm workers are encouraged to attend 
English and maths classes which are recognised by the 
Department of Education. The classes are paid for by 
the fund. Farm workers who show potential are further 
trained in management roles. 

The fund allocates a certain percentage of its budget 

to implement these social benefits with no impact on its 
outlook for long-term returns. These social benefits for 
workers have sparked interest from neighbouring farms 
as they see the positive effect, and not least because they 
are losing key workers who choose instead to work at 
the fund’s farms.

While conducting a due-diligence exercise on one of 
the farms in the fund, I was told how the farm workers 
voluntarily patrolled the boundaries during violent 
strike action from neighbouring farm workers. This was 
in an effort to prevent destruction of property. Workers 
genuinely believe that they have a vested interest in the 
farm due to the constructive way in which the owners 
engage with them. 

The second example is an investment fund looking 
to provide expansion capital for established companies 
in an effort to boost job creation. This fund has 
negotiated a partial guarantee from the Jobs Fund to 
cover losses incurred should any of the underlying 
companies default on their obligations. 

In the aftermath of African Bank, this guarantee is 
helpful especially in terms of partially “de-risking” the 
fund for investors. The fund aims to provide good risk-
adjusted returns for long-term investors and also play 
its part in job creation. n

– Shainal Sukha, managing director, 
Shainal Sukha & Associates
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CHARTERED SECRETARIES

The need for shareholder activism 
and why you should encourage it.*

I recently came across a joke, or perhaps not 
much of a joke, that was popular during the 
depth of the 2008 financial crisis. Karl Marx, it 

was said, was wrong on communism but right on 
capitalism.

Well, I’d suggest that he was wrong on capitalism 
too. Or at least on capitalism as it has evolved over 
the last century, from the robber barons’ dominance 
of the large corporations to the public ownership of 
listed entities. 

Marx and Engels wanted “the people” to own the 
“commanding heights” of the economy, such as the 
banks and mining houses. Similarly, the Freedom 
Charter urged the nationalisation of “monopoly 
industry”. All of this has been overtaken because the 
nature of ownership has changed so radically.

What we now have is capitalistic socialism or 
socialistic capitalism. It makes no difference 

what we call it because the passing of corporate 
ownership to the millions of people who’re members 
of pension funds and other collective investment 
schemes is irreversible. 

Equally immutable is the obligation of the 
financial institutions to act as their fiduciaries; 
in other words, to assert rights of ownership that 
best serve the interests not of managements but 
of beneficiaries. That, simply, is what’s meant by 
shareholder activism.

Yet the SA political discourse remains trapped 
in an “us versus them” time warp. Debate continues 
to be influenced by ideological clichés, where Marx 

resonates, rather than modern-day concepts of where 
ownership resides.

Grist to the mill of the wealth-redistribution 
lobbyists, which SA has in abundance, is the 700-
page tome ‘Capitalism in the 21st Century’ by French 
economist Thomas Piketty. It’s an international 
bestseller that now pervades discussion on inequality.

Piketty has thrust to the fore the relationship 
between practices of modern capitalism and 
trajectories of income inequalities. Not that SA 
needed the thrust. For a new phrase of sound and 
fury has entered the lexicon of the ANC government.

This is ‘radical economic transformation’. Try to 
impute positive spin. Take it that the term is intended 
to encapsulate the intended transformation of the SA 
economy from less divisive to more inclusive under 
the Constitution. No problem with that, surely.

It’s self-evident that inclusiveness be significantly 
extended by participation in economic activity 
and responsibility for its outcomes. Better than 
government trying to conceive grand plans and 
further interventions is for it to encourage the use of 
existing levers.

One of the most powerful levers, immediately 
available, is through pension and provident 

funds. This is because SA retirement funds can 
exercise huge clout as shareholders. And they’re 
also the major, often the only, repositories of black 
workers’ savings.

The trick is to enhance bottom-up awareness. 
In Kenya, for one, retirement funds disseminate 
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to individual members monthly updates on their 
accrued savings. This is done by smartphone. 
SA should move along with something similar, 
to include within the annual benefit statement a 
disclosure of the major investments held by the 
particular fund for its members.

Then, when there’s talk of nationalisation, 
it’s rendered nonsensical by retirement funds’ 
predominant ownership of SA corporates. When 
workers go on strike, they should know whether 
they’re striking against the companies where their 
funds are invested.

Assume that there are roughly eight million 
members of SA retirement funds, the majority 
of whom are black. Assuming six million black 
members, each with four dependents, some 24 
million black South Africans receive benefits that 
depend on the performance of these funds.

Or relate this number to the value of shares 

indirectly held by black South Africans. Independent 
research found that at end-2011 the value was almost 
30% of available shares (not owned by foreigners) 
in SA’s top 100 companies. Most were held through 
“mandated investments”, particularly retirement funds. 
The value is currently estimated at closer to 40%.

Thus, it is argued, shareholder activism – provided 
it is used by retirement funds – can be a lighting 

rod to accelerate economic transformation. Not only 
do fund trustees have a legal right and fiduciary 
duty to use this power, for the benefit of their funds’ 
members, but they also have a moral obligation to use 
it for the benefit of SA society as a whole.

Shareholder activism is not limited to voting at 
meetings of company shareholders. It extends to 
engagement with the boards of those companies; 
a notable example being on matters of executives’ 
and workers’ remuneration. This is potentially 
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more potent than strike activity because it shifts 
the action from monologue in streets to dialogue in 
boardrooms. The shareholders’ ultimate weapon is 
their vote.

Importantly, trustees of retirement funds are 
responsible to their respective funds. Similarly, 
directors of companies are responsible to their 
companies. The activism process is therefore 
reciprocal, between parties respectively responsible, 
making it the vehicle to build consensus. The more 
that companies flourish, and their prosperity is 
shared, the better for beneficiaries of retirement 
funds.

It then becomes insufficient for the shareholder 
simply to vote “no” without first having attempted 
to reach agreement on policies likely to ensure the 
company’s sustainability i.e. to grow in ways that will 
optimise the funds’ long-term investment returns. 

Clearly, these factors include environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) criteria. Available 
levers are Regulation 28 (on the good governance 
of pension funds); the Code for Responsible 
Investment (to which all major SA asset managers 
are signatories); King III (endorsed by the Institute 
of Directors); the JSE (by having King III as a listings 

requirement), and the Companies Act (which sets out 
shareholder rights on the election and remuneration 
of directors). 

The levers can be strengthened by bringing the 
Companies Act more into line with King III. Certain 
specifics:

First, the Act speaks only of directors’ 
remuneration for their services as directors, not 
as executives. There’s inconsistency, which invites 
rectification, between the Act’s silence and the 
King III requirement for shareholder approval 
of remuneration policies implicitly affecting all 
employees.

Second, King III’s recommendation is limited 
to shareholders annually exercising a non-binding 
advisory vote on executive pay. SA would not be 
alone in making a case for the vote to be binding 
under specified conditions. 

Third, it should be made clear in law that 
institutional investors are exempt from charges of 
collusion in their activism. Assertions of ownership 
must remain distinct from bids for control.

Put bluntly, retirement funds are the owners of 
capital and the owners of companies. Where they 
don’t act as owners, they abrogate a duty to protect 
the millions of members who comprise the most 
representative cross-section of SA’s demographic.

The interests of all South Africans are inextricably 
tied to the interests of their retirement funds, in turn 
reflecting corporate performance and the outcomes 
of government economic policy. This linkage 
represents a virtuous circle on the high road to 
economic inclusion and transformation.

Through activism, which means assertive 
behaviour in a shareholder democracy, the funds will 
perform another invaluable function. They can help 
to catalyse a social compact – between government, 
business and labour – for which the National 
Development Plan explicitly pleads and relies for 
success. n

* Shortened version of the talk by TT editorial 
director Allan Greenblo to ‘The Premier Corporate 
Governance Conference’, organised by Chartered 
Secretaries Southern Africa, 17 Sept 2014.
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GRAVY
There’s no need to feel 

sympathy for Baleka Mbete, 
ANC national chair and 

Speaker of the National Assembly. 
The hard time she’s been having is 
cushioned by money, not only for 
what she doesn’t do (getting R25m or 
so from the BEE deal in Gold Fields 
which claims she has to do nothing 
for it) but also for what she does do 
in her role as Speaker (where the 
latest Budget estimates of national 
expenditure don’t reveal her precise 
remuneration). 

However, it must be sufficient 
to keep the wolf from the door. The 
2014-15 Budget estimate for the 
Office of the Speaker is R43,5m.

This is obviously not for Mbete 
alone. It includes remuneration 
for a handful of support staff, one 
of whom is Arthur Moloto as her 
special advisor. Moloto is a discarded 
ANC MP who wasn’t reappointed 
to chairmanship of the Government 
Employees Pension Fund, so 
appeared in need of a job. He got 
this one allegedly without it being 
advertised.

Mbete needs all the advice she 
can get, provided it is sound and 
impartial and worth the money. 
Clearly, it isn’t.

uuuuu

On the subject of appointments, 
Deputy Chief Justice Dikgang 

Moseneke has called for the powers 
of the cabinet to be reviewed. He 
is concerned about a “remarkable 
concentration of the President’s 
powers of appointment” and 
provides a long list of public-sector 
appointments made by the President. 

One example he omitted is 
government nominees to the GEPF 
board. Although appointed by the 
Minister of Finance, they’re within 
the collective cabinet responsibility. 
It’s right that government, as the 
employer, appoints half of the GEPF 
board. 

But it would be utterly wrong, 
and a danger to be avoided, if the 
process tended to favour friends 
who might not be too fanatical 
about their independence. Hold 
thumbs.

uuuuu

“There are two things I like 
about him,” explained a man 

to a friend. “He’s honest and he’s not 
a fanatic.”

uuuuu

It gets to me about the 
“dismissal” of John Oliphant as 

GEPF principal executive officer 
that competent people in the 
public sector are kicked out and 
incompetent people are kept in. 
But has Oliphant been kicked out? 
Perhaps not, because the post hasn’t 

yet been advertised.
Another reason is that TT, 

having asked the GEPF under the 
Promotion of Access to Information 
Act for access to minutes of the 
board meeting from which the GEPF 
announced his dismissal, got this 
response:

‘Kindly be informed that the 
GEPF cannot at this stage assess your 
request as it relates, either directly or 
indirectly, to the disciplinary process 
currently underway. The GEPF would 
not want to prejudice any parties to 
that process.’

So on the one hand the GEPF 
announces his dismissal; on the 
other it says that the process is still 
underway. Go figure.

uuuuu

Over at the Public Investment 
Corporation, the post of chief 

executive officer has been advertised 
following the resignation of Elias 
Masilela. 

Such are the qualifications 
required that it’s doubtful whether 
anybody other than Dan Matjila, the 
chief investment officer, is capable of 
meeting them.

uuuuu

Intaxication: The euphoria in 
getting a tax refund. It lasts until 

you realise that it was your money in 
the first place. n
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Top Brand 
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1,2 million bolts do. Bolts that make sure that when you 
drive over a bridge, you always get to the other side. 
You won’t need to cross your fingers because the things 
we trust most never stop working to earn it.

To fi nd out how Coronation can earn your trust, speak to 
your fi nancial advisor or visit www.coronation.com

CROSSED 
FINGERS 
DON’T HOLD 
UP BRIDGES.

Coronation Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider. Trust is EarnedTM.
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